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Commitment to uplifting regions, 
spaces, topics, and constituents 
overlooked by architecture’s canonical 
hegemony and bi-coastal focus, in order 
to broaden the discipline for students to 
better engage 21st-century realities

Commitment to facilitating student 
agency and autonomy

Commitment to inclusive pedagogical 
frameworks and holistic curricular 
development
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III. 
 

INTRODUCTION

Focused on the architectural user as a body in space, my work as an educator, designer, and scholar positions the discipline 
of architecture, first and foremost, as a socio-cultural ecosystem, and looks at the ways architecture solidifies and reinforces 
bodily taboos, hierarchies, and inequities into built form, creating the material backdrop for our collective bodily and cultural 
consciousnesses. As the built environment evolves through architectural design, so too do the ways built form engages with, 
influences, and coerces the individual, collective, and abstract bodies moving through these spaces.

While architecture may not be the initiating cause of inequities found in the built environment, it nonetheless can be traced 
through history as an exacerbating agent, solidifying flows of power, capital, and material into built form. Architecture, therefore, 
is a tool in plain sight for reading the good, the bad, and the ugly of our human and non-human pasts, for biopsying both the 
local and the global, and most optimistically, for projecting brighter paths forward. A look at centuries of architectural design 
manuals for bodily accommodation, authored and re-authored through the ages by the likes of Vitruvius, Le Corbusier, and the 
Neuferts, reveals architecture’s canonical lackluster and inability to indulge an excess of identity or physicality. Architecture and 
the systems of governance and commerce that produce it appreciate bodies at their most acquiescent, standardized, and well-
behaving. My work and teaching methodologies ask architecture to embrace, enable, and animate the misbehaving, the non-
standard, and the otherwise alienated. Broadly, as in anthropology or forensics, my work and that of my students seeks to unveil 
relationships between architectural foibles and cultural conventions of identity, politics, class, rituals, and sociality.

At the intersection of the human body and architecture is society, and the political, environmental, and socio-cultural institutions 
and rituals we’ve constructed to animate our societies. My research and the courses I teach focus on the relationships between 
people and the contemporary institutions born of American democracy and capitalism along with their corresponding 
architectural manifestations and myths. On the one hand, this method works to x-ray typologies already routinely engaged with in 
the discipline of architecture and academia–public spaces, civic buildings, housing, sports arenas, cultural landmarks–shedding 
new light on these spaces. On the other hand, there is a intentional emphasis to study spaces that are often overlooked, those 
with a relegated disciplinary status.

TEACHING & SERVICE

At present, I am teaching in my 7th semester as a full-time faculty member at the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee (UWM) 
School of Architecture and Urban Planning (SARUP). My approach to teaching is inextricably linked to the topics and framework 
of my research, using the classroom as a laboratory for testing and pooling perspectives from curious and thoughtful students. 
As I develop my courses, I work to synthesize existing research roots with contemporary topics and events as they relate to space 
and built form. I’ve worked with students to engage with and respond with design to current events including the Olympic games 
in Tokyo, active efforts to landmark architectural icons in Chicago, election procedures in Milwaukee, school closures in Chicago, 
and the exploding expansion of dollar stores across the continental U.S. By working with students to confront contemporary 
issues and current events as part of their design education, my approach to teaching seeks to add subject matter to the discipline 
of architecture, to open up and broaden the field by looking to the extra-disciplinary for new inputs and helping students strive 
for better outputs - socially, climatically, economically, etc. The hope is that as students graduate from the academy and join the 
workforce, they have received training in broaching difficult topics and advocating for aspects of design that have historically 
been considered tangential or disquieting. 

In support of and supported by my research and teaching pursuits, are my service contributions to the department of architecture, 
SARUP, and UWM at large. This service is motivated by the strong desire to foster a culture of design excellence, architectural 
empathy, and a community of engaged, curious, open-minded, and optimistic students, faculty, and administrators. In addition 
to required committee work (including search and screen committees, lectures and exhibitions committee, beginning design 
committee, programs/curricula/coordination committee) I am particularly committed to spending time uplifting the student 
body through my involvement in student organizations and as an advisor and mentor. I have mentored dozens of SARUP students 
through UWM’s Support for Undergraduate Research Funding (SURF) program, as a member of thesis committees, and as the 
faculty mentor for two major student groups: NOMAS and the SAMPLE Journal.

SUPPORTING DOCUMENTATION

It is an honor to be nominated for the 2024 ACSA New Faculty Teaching Award, and it’s with great pleasure that I submit this 
document of supporting materials. I have organized this document using the following three-fold structure related to my 
teaching agenda and achievements and my commitment to student success:

Thank you for your time.

Sincerely,
Lindsey Krug, Assistant Professor, UW-Milwaukee
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COURSE DESCRIPTION

Nearly 1 in 3 new stores opening in the U
S is a Dollar General (D

G),1 and, according to a 
report by Coresight 

Research, dollar stores a
re on track to account fo

r 1/3 of all retail opening
s in America in 2021. As of Septe

mber 

2021, of the 4,799 announ
ced retail openings, 1,626

 are new dollar stores, 1,050 of wh
ich are owned and opera

ted 

by Dollar General Corpo
ration, the country’s larg

est “small-box” retailer.
2 The pandemic-fueled downturn in the

 

economy, along with the company’s century-old legacy
 of innovating its retail model to meet contemporary needs 

with aggressive expansio
n, has resulted in an unpr

ecedented proliferation o
f the dollar store econom

y. 

During the fall semester of 2022, an interdis
ciplinary vertical researc

h and design studio, ope
rating at both the 

University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee (UWM) and the University of Co
lorado Denver (CUD), wil

l use Dollar General 

Corp, the largest and most influential of the dolla
r store triumvirate - Family Dollar, Dollar Tree, and

 Dollar General - 

to examine the country’s environm
ental, economic, and racial fault lines, an

d highlight this understud
ied vernacular 

typology as a weapon o
f discourse and agent o

f climate activism. The course asks studen
ts to reimagine the 

architectural canon, cha
llenge existing value sys

tems, and use the local and
 familiar as catalysts for cha

nge. 

Through this process of 
examination, research, and de

bate, students will form positions, establish critiq
ues, and 

build new dialogues to test the effi
cacy of their claims on how small-box architecture has t

he potential to create 

new climate regimes. 

As they trisect the countr
y, the two comparable design programs working in tandem allow students to observe the 

nation as a whole and de
velop systems for reconnoitering a cro

ss-section of Dollar Gene
ral enterprises that move 

from the provincial to the cos
mopolitan. The course requ

ires students to address t
he subject matter neutrally and 

arrive at socio-spatial po
sitions and projections b

y conducting extensive p
rimary research in the form

 of travel, 

interviews, documentation, product testing,
 and studying permitting applications and leg

al documents pertaining 

to the organization. In do
ing so, they will uncover

 the industrial ecologies,
 global networks, nefario

us land-use 

strategies, and precariou
s environmental practices that Dolla

r General’s business cult
ure set in motion decades 

ago. As students unpack
 the complexities of Dollar Genera

l as a case study in American 21st-century capita
lism, 

they will acquire projectiv
e and bold design skills, i

magining experimental architectural futures
 that take root in the 

urgent issues of today.

Small-box dollar stores are
 critical to the function

 of our daily lives but 
are 

underexplored in archit
ectural thought and di

scourse. The studio fin
ds new 

possibilities for architect
ure in the climate crisis that moves the focus away fro

m 

niche materials and LEED-certifi
ed buildings for the 1% to the highly franchised

, 

extra-ordinary, and ubiqu
itous dollar store; in doin

g so, it provides students
 with a 

pathway for inculcating s
ustainable strategies on a

 granular level that effect
 change 

on a national and global s
cale. 

Working collaboratively ac
ross both universities an

d with the support of a 
Dollar 

General Literacy Founda
tion grant, students will

 interrogate the DG machine - 

from its copy-and-paste build
ing design and tactical a

nti-permitting strategies that 

enable it to proliferate and
 undercut its competitors, to the ways it aff

ects large-scale 

agricultural practices and
 small-scale domestic realities. They will us

e their findings to 

test the social, spatial, an
d environmental consequences of m

aking a series of small, 

measured disruptions in th
e DG system, then compile their speculative pro

posals 

into a book and paired e
xhibition that will be com

prehensible to people ou
tside of 

architecture and the acad
emy. The book will retail in t

he 17,000+ DG general st
ores 

and, therefore, must be legible to a broad
 audience. The exhibition

 - Dollar General 

Futures - will involve de
signing and producing 

a panoply of climate-responsive 

objects for sale in a future
 DG store.

COURSE STRUCTURE + RESEARCH AGENDA

Milwaukee, Wisconsin, and Denver, Co
lorado, are geographicall

y poised to document the distribution of D
ollar 

General’s presence in th
e U.S. as they trisect the

 drastic gradient from the densely populated D
G-landscape of 

the American East, Midwest and South, to the
 sparsely populated DG-

landscape of the American West (Fig. A). 

Between and around the
se two research nodes, U

WM and CUD students will i
nvestigate, visit, and doc

ument a 

comprehensive cross-section
 of 12 Dollar General inst

itutions and focus on the
 following topics: farm to package 

supply chains; energy de
mands of DG’s refrigerated

 landscapes; DG Literacy
 Foundation’s efforts to p

romote the 

production and diffusion
 of knowledge across Am

erica; subversive land-us
e policies; and DG’s influ

ence, from 

furnishing the spaces wh
ere civic and domestic life transpire to spo

nsoring truck and car rac
ing events in rural 

areas. 

MONO-POLY-DOLLAR wil
l run concurrently at UW

M and CUD in four chron
ologically defined sectio

ns that 

facilitate student-led rese
arch, group travel, and m

ixed-format design strategies, rang
ing from policy proposals to 

architectural intervention
s. The two institutions wil

l work collaboratively and
 meet virtually to discuss fin

dings, offer 

feedback, debate researc
h methodologies, and share 

generative design tools. A
ll work will exist in share

d drives 

and digital boards that fa
cilitate simultaneous editing. 

MONO-POLY-DOLLAR

ACSA 2022 Course 
Development Prize Proposal

by Lindsey Krug & Sarah Aziz

UW-Milwaukee & UC-Denver

ITINERARY, PART I: Midwest-East
COHORT: University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee

ROUTE INFO: 59 hours over 14 days (4.5 hr/day) ROUTE INFO: 70 hours over 14 days (5 hr/day)

ITINERARY, PART II: South-West
COHORT: University of Colorado Denver

Start:  University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee, SARUP
Stop A: Janesville, WI (DG General Goods Dist. Center)
Stop B: Mahnomen, MN (DG Store on White Earth Reservation)
Stop C:  Des Moines, IA (DGX Store)
Stop D: Springfield, KY (the 1st DG Store)
Stop E: Bowling Green, KY (DGFresh Refrigerated Dist. Center)
Stop F: Barkhamsted, CT (1st DG store staff trying to unionize)3
Finish:  University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee, SARUP

COURSE READING LIST: 

Alex Ohlin, Andreas Gursky and the Contemporary Sublime (2014)

Amanda Boetzkes, Plastic Capitalism: Contemporary Art and the Drive to Waste (2019)

Beatriz Colomina, Domesticity at War (1992)
Cal Turner Jr., My Father’s Business (2018)
CLUI, Refrigerated Nation: The Landscape of Perishable Food in America (2014)
Deborah Fausch, Can Architecture be Ordinary? (2014)

Denise Scott Brown, Robert Venturi, Steven Izenour, Learning from Las Vegas (1972)
Donald W. Meinig, The Interpretation of Ordinary Landscapes: Geographical Essays (1979)

Eames Demetrios, Travel Guide volume Four: Kcymaerxthaere. Discover Leddl & Parts of Now Estrellia (2014)

Elizabeth Currid-Halkett, The Sum of Small Things, a Theory of the Aspirational Class (2017)

Fahim Amir, Being and Swine: The End of Nature (As We Knew It) (2020)
Henri Lefebvre, Everyday Life in the Modern World (1968)

Liam Young, Machine Landscapes: Architectures of the Post Anthropocene (2019)

Lucy Lippard, Undermining: a Wild Ride Through Land Use, Politics, and Art in the Changing West (2014)

Reinier de Graaf, Four Walls and a Roof: The Complex Nature of a Simple Profession (2017)

Steven Harris and Deborah Berke, Architecture of the Everyday (1997)
Timothy Morton, Hyperobjects: Philosophy and Ecology after the End of the World (2013)

Tobias Armborst, The Arsenal of Exclusion & Inclusion (2014)

Witold Rybcynski, Mysteries of the Mall (2015)

Start:  University of Colorado-Denver, CAP
Stop A:  Anywhere, MT (only state in mainland US without a DG)
Stop B:  Athol, ID (newest DG Store)4

Stop C:  Bloomfield, NM (DG Store adjacent to Navajo Nation)
Stop D:  San Antonio, TX (DGFresh Refrigerated Dist. Center)
Stop E:  Tulsa, OK (DGX Store)
Stop F:  Duncan, OK 1 (DG General Goods Dist. Center)
Finish:  University of Colorado-Denver, CAP

3     Hamilton Nolan, In These Times, “Dollar General Workers Stare Down Historic Union Vote, Vowing ‘We’re Gonna Fight,’” Oct 12 2021. Source: LINK.

4     Dollar General News Center, “Dollar General Announces Planned Expansion to 47th State,” Sep 27 2021. Source: LINK.

COURSE SCHEDULEModule 1: RESEARCH / 4 weeks	 	 	 	 	 	 September	1	-	October	1Working in groups, students will find and consume large quantities of written information about Dollar General Corp 
and construct conspiratorial diagrams that illustrate the organization’s evolution into a powerful actor that continues 
to shape the character and tenor of contemporary American life. In addition, they will attend and ask questions at 
public planning meetings in local municipalities with DG stores to develop their proficiency at formulating questions 
and asserting a diversity of values, needs, and opinions - all skills they will need for the subsequent modules. Module 2: TRAVEL / 2 weeks	 	 	 	 	 	 		October	2	-	October	16During the two concurrent two-week trips - one starting and ending at UWM and the other starting and ending 
at CUD - students will experience firsthand how DG is both affecting and being affected by complex phenomena 
such as race, social class, and climate change. By collectively traversing 20 of the 50 states and crossing a wide 
array of counties, cities, and towns, they will glean insights into the ways segregation, food deserts, franchised 
architecture, and monocultures affect the lives of everyday Americans and how an infrastructure as vast and 
accessible as the DG store can play a reconciliatory role across these critical divides. Through physical engagement 
and close observation, students will expand their understanding of their chosen research topic. Deliverables for this 
module include interview transcripts, extensive documentation of the environmental impact of DG’s homogeneous 
aesthetic and complete disregard for site-specificity and climate realities, and a taxonomy of shelf-stable goods and 
survivalist paraphernalia available in-store for people to prepare for a climate disaster. See the two travel itineraries 
below for a complete list of store types, locations, and planned routes.

Module 3: PRODUCE / 2 weeks	 	 	 	 	 															October	17	-	November	3Working collaboratively across the two universities, students will engage in several fast-paced design charrettes 
that ask them to synthesize and dissect their findings from the trip, collectively identify patterns, and agree on a 
method for categorizing and curating the information. They will begin outlining strategies to compile their research 
into a Dollar General Literacy Foundation-sponsored book that will be made available to consumers in the 17,000+ 
DG stores nationwide and produce Dollar General Futures - a pair of staged exhibitions by each institution that 
imagines new climate-responsive futures for the DG Corporation.
Module 4: DISPLAY & DISSEMINATE / 5 weeks	 		 	 												November	4	-	December	15In the final module, students will refine their research document, test its legibility to those outside of academia 
and the discipline of architecture, and ready it for publication and distribution through the Dollar General Literacy 
Foundation and the company’s stores, as well as finalize their objects and displays for the Dollar General Futures 
exhibition. The semester will conclude with a cross-country reading and exhibition opening that invites people from 
all sides of the DG conversation to consider ways that the organization’s scope and exponential growth pattern can 
initiate and propel new climate futures that transcend current financially and geographically defined strategies.
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Native women rallied on the s
teps of the 

U.S. Supreme Court. Source: I
ndianz.com. 

“Long wait hints a
t Supreme Court tie in 

closely-watched t
ribal jurisdiction c

ase,” 

May 23 2016. Sourc
e: LINK.

Fig. D (above, righ
t)

Andreas Gursky, 9
9 cent, 1999. 

Chromogenic print.
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gress of American 

Indians, “U.S. Sup
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2018. Source: LIN
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essed via: LINK.
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CONTEXT: DG AND THE AMERICAN LANDSCAPE

What was once a si
ngle wholesale st

ore in Springfield,
 Kentucky, the Do

llar General 

Corporation now operates over 17,0
00 stores across t

he country that in
clude its most 

common retail stores: 
Dollar General; i

ts midwestern-urban-m
illennial-oriented 

stores: DGX; its p
layful, seasonal, a

nd on-trend store
s: pOpshelf!;

5 its self-checkout 

stores: FastTrack;
 and its latest and

 most potent innova
tion - stores and d

istribution 

centers offering fr
esh and refrigerat

ed food options: D
GFresh.6

The well-told story
 of American food culture

 - where at least 70
% of the food Americans 

eat is substantially
 processed and m

anufactured, rathe
r than simply washed, peele

d, 

cut, and cooked 
at home - plays a role 

in this retail shift
.7 Manufactured food

s, 

including those th
at move along the cold

-chain like lunche
on meats, frozen dinne

rs, 

and countless oth
er refrigerated an

d frozen foods, ar
e made by mechanically and 

chemically deconstruct
ing and merging components derived f

rom basic foods and 

edible non-foods
, such as dairy, m

eats, fats, oils, gr
ains, legumes, minerals, and 

petrochemicals. Once treate
d to a vast variety

 of industrial proc
esses to form food-

like material, this food is
 packaged, sold, a

nd consumed. Most of the food we
 eat is 

broken down, in o
rder to be built ba

ck up in a more appealing and
 economical form.

While part of DG’s 
expansion model has long be

en to move into communities and areas
 where Walmart and 

other big-box gro
cers wouldn’t, giv

ing at least one fo
od/retail option to

 residents of thos
e communities, there is 

significant debate
 over whether the

 rapid proliferation
 of dollar stores is

 actually having a
 net positive impact in 

regions considere
d to be food dese

rts (low-income, low-access are
as as defined by 

the USDA).
8 DG executives 

tout the positive im
pacts their presen

ce can have on a 
community: one-stop-sh

op access to a var
iety of affordable 

goods, job creatio
n, and investment in literacy prog

rams, but dollar stores
 have shown to sq

ueeze out other gr
ocers 

and local retailers
 which limits resident acces

s to fresh and he
althy food, (Fig. B

) have a troubling
 track record 

of labor force trea
tment, and actively 

participate in the 
dire expansion of 

monoculture agricu
lture in America. By 

strategically maintaining their st
ores, and as a re

sult, available foo
d options, in the 

“small-box” category 
under 

10,000 SF, DG is a
ble to avoid more stringent zonin

g and permitting rules in many municipalities.
9 

Before controvers
ial businessman and politician D

avid Perdue took 
over as CEO in 20

03, DG was debili
tated from 

prior shareholder 
lawsuits resulting

 from overstated profits
 and the $162 million it owed in se

ttlements. Perdue is 

credited with ove
rhauling DG’s log

istics, marketing, and inve
ntory networks du

ring his tenure, do
ubling its stock 

value. However, d
uring his four year

s as CEO, the ann
ual number of employment legal cases ro

se from an average 

of 19 under the p
revious CEO to a

n average of 625
 under Perdue’s l

eadership.
10 After selling Doll

ar General to 

a private equity f
irm in 2007, Perdue 

faced shareholde
r lawsuits of his o

wn for undersellin
g shareholders w

hile 

earning tens of m
illions himself following the 

company’s change of 
ownership.

11

Under the leaders
hip of DG’s two s

ubsequent CEOs,
 Richard Dreiling 

and Todd Vasos, 
the company fought the 

Mississippi Choctaw
 tribe all the way 

to the U.S. Suprem
e Court (Dollar G

eneral v. Mississippi Band of
 Choctaw 

Indians) over the 
case of a Dollar G

eneral employee sexually as
saulting a young 

Choctaw member during a job-

training event.
12 When the child’s fam

ily sued for damages in Tribal Cou
rt, Dollar General 

insisted that a trib
al court 

cannot assert tort
 jurisdiction over 

a non-Indian busi
ness on a reserva

tion, arguing agai
nst the bodily age

ncy of 

tribe members in their store
s. (Fig. C)

   
The hold that the

 dollar-store econ
omy and industry-le

ader Dollar Gene
ral has on the A

merican landscape
, 

society, and cultu
re is profound and

 growing exponen
tially. Its impacts span far an

d wide into issues
 of land use 

management, food culture, 
economic health, property

 assessment, agricultural p
ractices, distributi

on and supply 

infrastructures, an
d the increasing 

divide among Americans along the
 lines of race, cla

ss, religion, politic
s, and 

geography.  As th
e dollar-store em

pire continues its
 expansion in bot

h rural and urban
 communities, it creates 

an opportunity to
 establish new forms of climate awareness an

d action. Paradox
ically, DG amplifies the nation’s

 

problems and creates spa
ces for shared dis

course around wa
ys to heal the cou

ntry and unite thro
ugh its scale and 

influence. (Fig. D)
 There’s also irony

 and humor embedded in the role
 that DG can play

 to decelerate the
 climate 

crisis - while it acc
elerates environm

ental decline throu
gh monocultures and o

ver-packaged pro
ducts, it also stock

s 

a panoply of afford
able, shelf-stable 

foods and bug ou
t bag essentials to

 survive a climate catastrophe.

II. STUDENT AGENCY AND AUTONOMYI.  UPLIFTING THE HISTORICALLY OVERLOOKED

3

III. CURRICULAR DEVELOPMENT
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MONO-POLY-DOLLAR: ACSA Course Development Prize
2021 - Ongoing

Associated courses taught Spring 2022 and Fall 2023

Course proposal for the 2022 ACSA Course 
Development Prize

Map of Dollar General Locations as of October 2021. Lindsey Krug & Sarah Aziz.

Nominee role:
Collaborators & funding:

Student credit:

Co-P.I. (along with Sarah Aziz, Asst. Professor at University of New Mexico)
Received $8,000 from the ACSA and the Columbia University Buell Center
Students in the affiliated courses received university credit

Mono-Poly-Dollar is an ongoing research and teaching 

project that utilizes the humble dollar store as focal 

point and agent for architectural and environmental 

activism under 21st-century capitalistic regimes. The 

goal is to get students thinking and caring about these 

copy-paste, or “throwaway,” architectures that are all 

around us and positioning Dollar General as an existing 

but untapped infrastructure through which they might 

imagine bold futures for the relationships between 

architecture, climate, economics, and culture.
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GENERAL COURSE INFORMATION:

COURSE DESCRIPTION:

Instructor:
Lindsey Krug
krugl@uwm.edu

Meeting Times:
Mondays @ 6-8:30pm

Location:
Classes will meet in-person in AUP 345, unless otherwise noted.

On days when meeting in-person is not possible, we will use the following Zoom room:
Link to Access
Meeting ID: 826 4164 0880
Passcode: 334534

Nearly 1 in 3 new stores opening in the US is a dollar store. As of September 2021, of the 4,799 
announced retail openings for the year, 1,626 are new dollar stores, 1,050 of which are owned 
and operated by Dollar General Corporation, the country’s largest “small-box” retailer. The 
pandemic-fueled downturn in the economy, along with the company’s century-old legacy of 
innovating its retail model to meet contemporary needs with aggressive expansion, has resulted 
in an unprecedented proliferation of the dollar store economy, and as a result, the dollar store 
architectural landscape. 

During the spring semester of 2022, this interdisciplinary research seminar will use Dollar General 
Corp, the largest and most influential of the dollar store triumvirate - Family Dollar, Dollar Tree, 
and Dollar General - to examine the country’s environmental, economic, and racial fault lines, 
and highlight this understudied vernacular typology as a weapon of discourse and agent of 
climate activism. The course asks students to reimagine the architectural canon, challenge 
existing value systems, and use the local and familiar as catalysts for change. Through this 
process of examination, research, and debate, students will form positions, establish critiques, 
and build new dialogues to test the efficacy of their claims on how small-box architecture has 
the potential to create new climate regimes. The course requires students to address the subject 
matter neutrally and arrive at socio-spatial positions and projections by conducting extensive 
primary research in the form of local travel, interviews, documentation, product testing, and 
studying permitting applications and legal documents pertaining to the organization. In doing 
so, they will uncover the industrial ecologies, global networks, nefarious land-use strategies, and 
precarious environmental practices that Dollar General’s business culture set in motion decades 
ago. As students unpack the complexities of Dollar General as a case study in American 21st-
century capitalism, they will acquire projective and bold design skills, imagining experimental 
architectural futures that take root in the urgent issues of today.

Image credit: Sarah Aziz and Lindsey Krug, “U.S. Dollar General Store Locations,” via Google Earth, 2021
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COURSE OBJECTIVES

SEMESTER STRUCTURE

• Develop a critical lens and new language through which the student can observe, describe, 
and analyze material and immaterial relationships between architecture, economics, culture, 
capitalism, construction, agriculture, and supply chains.

• Complete close readings, watchings, and listenings of texts, videos, and audio excerpts from 
both inside and outside the architectural discipline in order to enhance and complicate the 
student’s current understanding of design and its scope.

• Implement a set of tools and techniques - including patient observation, photography, 
writing, annotating, architectural drawing, physical building - to develop a cohesive portfolio 
at the conclusion of the course

• Question and work against conventions of architectural process and strive to embrace a 
workflow rooted in collaboration, meandering, accumulation, experimentation, uncertainty, 
and self-initiation.

• Experiment integrating non-architectural, publicly-available tools - including Amazon 
Mechanical Turk, Facebook Marketplace, Reddit, TikTok, Yelp, etc - into critical design practice.

• Design and iterate through the production of a single object (furniture scale) by developing a 
narrative for its relationships to multiple bodies and multiple environments.

• Contribute empathetically and critically, on a weekly basis, to a small seminar cohort.

This seminar is organized around 5 research divisions sequenced by increasing scalar shifts in 
the study of Dollar General Corp: the object, the planogram, the architecture, the local network, 
and the global network. These 5 phases - each 2 weeks in length - will have a set of deliverables 
associated with each of them designed to help students unpack the complexities of Dollar 
General along with their creativity at each scale. The final phase of the course is dedicated to the 
final project, which will ask each student to (1) craft a design question, supported by visual and 
written research, and (2) design and install a small, provocative installation in or around a local 
Dollar General store.

Image credit: ”Native women rally at Supreme Court for key tribal jurisdiction case,” Indianz.com, December 7 2015.

COURSE TOOLS & RESOURCES
As a research seminar, much of our work will be collaborative, cumulative, and shared. We will 
use a variety of tools and resources to accomplish this sharing of information and knowledge - 
both analog and digital. 

Students are expected to regularly check and interact with the following tools, as well as any 
others that may be specified in course assignments:

Canvas, Google Sheets, Google Docs, MIRO, Zoom, Rhino, Adobe Suite (InDesign + Photoshop), etc.
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SCALE II: PLANOGRAM, SIGNAGE & MARKETING Images:

A. Andreas Gursky, 99 cent.
B. Victor Gruen.
C. Source unknown. 
D. Buckstore Inc, Dollar store layouts.
E. Source unknown. 

Project Description:

Conscious or not, your route through the dollar store as you 
browsed for your objects was influenced by decades of 
research, planning, and evidence of consumer habits. At least 
in part, the dollar store you visited is organized and arranged 
according to a structure of retail logic. However, with staffing 
limitations and over-extended schedules, unpredictable 
supply chains and inventories, and consumer disruption, you 
likely encountered a hybrid of planned and unplanned retail 
adjacencies as you shopped. 

The spatialization of goods influences how people shop and 
is as connected to the evolution of our urban, suburban, and 
rural landscapes at large as it is to human psychology and 
economics.

For this assignment, you will first visit a variety of retail stores to 
sleuth and understand the variations of logics implemented in 
the organization of stores. Try to visit at least 1 Dollar General, 
1 grocery store, 1 pharmacy (walgreens/cvs), 1 super-store 
(walmart/target), 1 gas station, and 1 additional retailer of your 
choosing (clothing store, five below, department store, etc). In 
addition to looking around, sketching, and taking notes, try to 
ask an employee if their store is organized using planogram, 
visual merchandising, a combination, or something else. Fill in 
the collective spreadsheet with your findings.

With this information in mind, and your own creative consumer 
agenda, you will create a  proposal for a new, hypothetical 
Dollar General planogram. A “Planogram for _______” - you 
fill in the blank(s). The output will be somewhere between a 
cliche planogram diagram, a psychogeographic map, a 
scaled architectural drawing, and an abstract illustration. We 
will ‘hack’ the software SmartDraw to begin to get some quick 
planogram imagery (7 day free trial). Be creative!

Required Consumption:

Listen: “The Gruen Effect,” 99 Percent Invisible  - Podcast (2015)
Watch: “Planograms: An Introduction to Visual Merchandising”
Read: “Food psychologists eyeball cereal characters,” Cornell 
Chronicle, 2014. 
Read: “The strange, surprisingly radical roots of the shopping 
mall,” IDEAS.TED, 2016.
Watch: “Retail Planogram Basics & How to Influence Your 
Product Sales Velocity for Entrepreneur”
Tutorial: SmartDraw
Read: Jasper Morrison, The Good Life: Perceptions of the 
Ordinary. (on Canvas)

Deliverables:

Monday, January 7
Launch S2: PLANOGRAM 

Monday, January 14
Interim review/discussion for S2: PLANOGRAM
Due at start of class (6pm):
--”Planogram for _______” drawing (1x PDF)
 -IN-PROGRESS, printed on 11x17” page; bring to class
 -Final drawing size: 18x24”

Monday, February 21
Completion of S2: PLANOGRAM - Submit to Canvas
Due at start of class (6pm):
--”Planogram for _______” drawing (1x PDF)
 -Printed at full 18x24”; bring to class
--5 minute presentation prepared
 -Brief set of slides to present your narrative/process
 -1/2 of presentations each on 2/21 & 2/28
 -Sign-up for presentation slot in spreadsheet.

PLANOGRAM Reference Work:
Guy Debord   Minjeong Ahn
Andreas Gursky   Nikon drawings
Jasper Morrison   Studio Orta
Common Accounts  Thomas Demand
Art Green
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SCALE I: OBJECT
2 weeks

Project Description:

As this seminar progresses in scale from small to large, the 
first chapter is the smallest visible feature of the dollar store: 
the object. The object is the reason we go to the store in 
the first place, and while seemingly banal, each object for 
sale at the dollar store tells a story that connects it to each 
subsequently larger scale - the planogram, the architecture, 
the local network, and the global network. For now, we will 
focus on the object as we see it - its form, color, price, material, 
etc. Seeking objects will get you to the dollar store, where you 
will begin looking, observing, questioning, sleuthing, sketching, 
and imagining. 

For this assignment, you will travel to one Dollar General store 
in the Milwaukee area (see spreadsheet to sign-up). You may 
need to visit more than once, and it is encouraged that you 
go together with a friend/classmate for a more synergistic 
experience. 

From this first trip, you will assemble a set of purchased objects, 
3D-modelled objects, 3D-printed objects, photographs, and 
written observations.

Required Consumption:

Watch: Bulkland - Documentary film (2016)
Stream for $3.99 on Youtube, Prime Video, Apple TV
Listen: “Dollar Store Town,” 99 Percent Invisible  - Podcast (2016)
Listen: “Dollar Stores vs. Lettuce,” Planet Money - Podcast (2019) 
Read: “Dollar stores grow as other retailers shrink,” Milwaukee 
Journal Sentinel - Article by Rick Romell (2017)
Read: “Where Your ‘Made In China’ Trinkets Are Actually Made,” 
National Geographic - Article by Daniel Stone, Photographs by  
Raffaele Petralla (2017)
Watch: Artist Song Dong discusses his exhibition Waste Not, 
Barbican Centre (2012)

Schedule & Deliverables:

Monday, January 24
Launch S1: OBJECT 

Monday, January 31
Interim review/discussion for S1: OBJECT
Due at start of class (6pm):
--Site visit to assigned Dollar General complete
 --Written notes/observations (1x PDF)
--5 objects purchased and bring to class (5x objects)
 -All objects should be formally/spatially compelling
--Visual narrative of photographs from site visit (1x PDF)
 -Organized and printed on single 18x24” plot
 -Minimum 12 photographs
 -Focus on object scale (not whole building, yet)
 -What story are you trying to tell/communicate?
 -Use ext only to describe narrative/caption photos
 -Max. font size: 12pt
 -Be prepared to present to class
--3d model at least 1 of 5 objects in Rhino (1x .3dm or .obj)
  
Monday, February 7
Completion of S1: OBJECT - Submit to Canvas
Due at start of class (6pm):
--Above deliverables, with necessary revisions
--All 5 objects photographed (10x jpg)
 -In photo lab, with white background
 -Use same camera location and angles for all 5
 -1 overall and 1 detail shot per object, 10 total
--All 5 objects modeled in Rhino (5x .3dm or .obj)
 -Model at true, real world dimensions
 -SUBMIT by Sunday night @ midnight
--All 5 objects 3D printed (5x objects)
 -White filament
 -Print each object to fit within a 3x3x3” box

Images:

A. Lindsey Krug, Taxonomy of 7 Characters, 2018.
B. Andrew Kovacs, Architectural Cliff, 2014.
C. Mmuseumm, New York City. 
D. Wang Soderstrom, SANO x Wang & Söderström, 2018.

OBJECT Reference Work:
Wang & Soderstrom  Finders Keepers 
Mmuseumm   Robert Therrien
Andrew Kovacs   Paul Druecke 
NEMEstudio (Neyran Turan) Marcel Duchamp 
Song Dong   Khorshid Naderi-Azad
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SCALE IV: LOCAL NETWORKS Images:

A. Lindsey Krug and Sarah Aziz, Dollar General Locations via Google Earth, 2018.
B. Leo A Daly, DG Distribution Center, Photo by Bill Baxley, 2012.
C. Native women rallied on the steps of the U.S. Supreme Court. Source: Indianz.com. “Long wait hints at Supreme Court tie in 
closely-watched tribal jurisdiction case,” May 23 2016.

Project Description:

The first three scales of the semester - object, planogram, 
and architecture - allowed each of you to reflect on the 
immediacy of your experiences in a Dollar General store. But 
cheap, everyday goods, the layout of corporate retailers, and 
generic small-box architecture aren’t what fundamentally 
separate Dollar General - and the dollar store industry - from 
other stores we shop at frequently. It’s really only once we 
delve into the company’s larger ecosystem that we can begin 
to comprehend the magnitude and gravity of Dollar General 
and its rapid expansion. In this exercise, you will produce a 
single, complex drawing that contains both quantitative and 
qualitative information for a dollar general network from one 
of the following categories:

LABOR
LAW
AGRICULTURE
ECONOMICS
DISTRIBUTION
PHILANTHROPY
STORAGE (SHELF STABLE AND/OR COLD)
TRANSPORTATION (TRUCKING, MARITIME, ETC.)
ARCHITECTURE
CLIMATE
or another of your choosing. (Remember, we’re focusing on 
domestic networks, not global.)

The scope and bracketing of your network is up to you. You 
may, for example, focus on the country as a whole, or a network 
specific to one state or county. Similar to the planogram, this 
drawing should contain layers of legible information - not 
symbolic information. At least one layer of the drawing should 
have geospatial information - like a map - and all layers 
should relate to one another. Be precise AND creative.

Required Readings:
Read: “Maps Show Alarming Pattern of Dollar Stores’ Spread 
in U.S. Cities,” by Marie Donahue and Hannah Bonestroo, 
Institute for Local Self-Reliance, 2019.
Read: “Dollar Stores Are Targeting Struggling Urban 
Neighborhoods and Small Towns,” by Stacy Mitchell and 
Marie Donahue, Institute for Local Self-Reliance, 2018.
Read: “U.S. Supreme Court Affirms Tribal Court Jurisdiction in 
Dollar General v. Mississippi Choctaw,” NCAI, 2016.
Read: “Dollar General Corporation v. Mississippi Band of 
Choctaw Indians, SCOTUSblog, 2016. 
Read: “The worker revolt comes to a Dollar General in 
Connecticut,” by Greg Jaffe, Washington Post, 2021.
Watch: Family Dollar Distribution Center Careers, 2020.
Watch: Family Dollar Rodest Infestation Investigation, 2022.
Read: Family Dollar Shipping Instructions

Deliverables:

Monday, March 14
Launch S4: ARCHITECTURE 

Monday, March 21
No class: Spring Break

Monday, March 28
Interim review/discussion for S4: LOCAL NETWORKS
Due at start of class (6pm):
--IN-PROGRESS Local Network Map (Printed on 11x17”)
--Actual size minimum 18x24”

Monday, April 4
Completion of S4: LOCAL NETWORKS - Submit to Canvas
Due at start of class (6pm):
--Local Network Map (1x PDF) - 18x24” min.
 -Printed at full scale; bring to class

RSPI document 25

ROUTING, SHIPPING AND PACKAGING INSTRUCTIONS

Pallet Sheet Recommendations 

1. Recommendations to use pallet sheets depend only on the size of the shipping configuration.
2. Pallet sheets should be made from paper stock.

a. Corrugated - Any flute size that is “E-Flue” or greater is acceptable.
b. Paperboard - Stock should be at least 30pt or 0.030” thick.

3. Two variables define our recommendation for use of pallet sheets; linear dimension (LD) of the
packaging’s bottom side and a shipping carton’s shortest edge.

a. Linear Dimension (LD): Determine your “Linear Dimension (LD)” by adding the lengths
of the 4 edges that come in contact with the pallet; the bottom side. Refer to chart below
for pallet sheet recommendation.

Dimensional Data
Pallet 
Sheet

Pallet Sheet Every 
"x" Layer

LD is less than 24 In. Yes 3 Layers
LD is from 24 to 32 In. Yes 4 Layers
LD is over 32 in. No N/A

Shortest Edge Recommendations for Pallet Sheets
If any edge is less than 2" long Yes 3 Layers
If any edge is less than 4” long Yes 4 Layers

b. Smallest Edge: Determine the shortest edge dimension of the shipping packaging and
refer to chart below for pallet sheet recommendation.

4. Placement:
a. If the chart below shows “yes” for Pallet Sheet, the first sheet must be between the pallet

and product.
b. The recommendation “3 Layers” means that there would be a pallet sheet between the

pallet and product, and then between the 3rd and 4th layer/tier of product.
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SCALE V: GLOBAL NETWORKS Images:

A. Family Dollar, Routing, Shipping, and Packing Instructions, 2020.
B. Raffaele Petrall, in National Geographic, 2017.
B. Shipping container stuck in the Suez Canal, in the Financial Times, 2020. 

Project Description:

In our fifth and final exercise, we will seek to understand 
Dollar General in the context of its global operations and 
impacts. Similar to S4, in this exercise you will produce a 
single, complex drawing that contains both quantitative and 
qualitative information. Instead of focusing on map-making 
and geospatial information, this drawing will feature a scalar 
comparison within the Dollar General ecosystem that allows 
us to take its global scale and understand it back down the 
scalar ladder, to local network, to architecture, to planogram, 
and to object. The categories outlined in S4, will still be useful 
for shaping the narrative of your drawing, though we will 
be looking at global relationships as well as local ones. The 
categories are as follows:

LABOR
LAW
AGRICULTURE
ECONOMICS
DISTRIBUTION
PHILANTHROPY
STORAGE (SHELF STABLE AND/OR COLD)
TRANSPORTATION (TRUCKING, MARITIME, ETC.)
ARCHITECTURE
CLIMATE

How would you represent a single Santa figurine sold at a 
Dollar General store alongside the scale of the shipping path 
that object travels from China to the US? How many of those 
figurines fit within a carboard box? Within a palette? Within a 
container? Within a full container ship? These are the kinds of 
scalar relationships we are trying to uncover in order to better 
understand the magnitude of Dollar General Corp.

Required Readings:
Read: “Maps Show Alarming Pattern of Dollar Stores’ Spread 
in U.S. Cities,” by Marie Donahue and Hannah Bonestroo, 
Institute for Local Self-Reliance, 2019.
Read: “Dollar Stores Are Targeting Struggling Urban 
Neighborhoods and Small Towns,” by Stacy Mitchell and 
Marie Donahue, Institute for Local Self-Reliance, 2018.
Read: “U.S. Supreme Court Affirms Tribal Court Jurisdiction in 
Dollar General v. Mississippi Choctaw,” NCAI, 2016.
Read: “Dollar General Corporation v. Mississippi Band of 
Choctaw Indians, SCOTUSblog, 2016. 

Deliverables:

Monday, April 4
Launch S5: GLOBAL NETWORKS 

Monday, April 11
Interim review/discussion for S5: GLOBAL NETWORKS
Due at start of class (6pm):
--IN-PROGRESS Global Network Map (Printed on 11x17”)
--Actual size: determine based on the best proportions for 
your drawing

Monday, April 4
Completion of S5: GLOBAL NETWORKS - Submit to Canvas
Due at start of class (6pm):
--Global Network Map (1x PDF)
 -Printed at full scale; bring to class
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FINAL PROJECT: DG Visual Research Narrative
4 weeks

Project Description:

To conclude this seminar, you will complete a final research 
project - in pairs or small groups - as a kind of synthesis of 
components of the research and inquiries completed thus far 
in the course. Your project will proceed as follows:

-Pose a visual research question and hypothesis related to DG
-Assemble a body of visual and data/fact-based research
-Select a visual research output (refer to precedents)
-Curate, assemble, and design your visual research project
-Pose a set of design research questions and hypotheses 
related to Dollar General

This final project is an exercise in “visual research to facilitate 
critical design question-asking”. We will try to locate ‘answers’ 
but the primary goal is asking questions and formulating 
hypotheses. To help give you direction, consider which scale 
inquiry was most fruitful for you. Consider which type of output 
or drawing types were most successful. What questions did 
you leave unanswered that you’d like to return to?

To begin, we will collectively analyze 15 visual research 
precedents. While each of these is presented in a final book, 
they all tackle different subjects, media, and formats. You 
will use these as inspiration to select a format for your final 
project. You may choose, for example, a cookbook, a series 
of photographed still life tableaus, an exhaustive taxonomy, 
a diagram series, paired data with first-hand anecdotal 
accounts, a semiotic analysis, or something else entirely. 

The project will span 4 weeks with an in-progress presentation 
at the midpoint for feedback from invited critic(s).

Precedent Studies:

See spreadsheet for list and sign-up.

Schedule & Deliverables:

Monday, April 18
Launch Final Project

Monday, April 25
Visual research precedent presentations: 6:00-7:30pm
Due by 5:30pm: Email Lindsey your PDF slide presentation (for 
streamlined presentations)
--5 minute group presentations
--Questions to answer: Who was involved in making this 
book/project/exhibit? How would you summarize the project? 
Why was this made? Who is/are the audience(s)? What is the 
creative format of the information/imagery gathered? How is 
the information parsed into sections or divided into sections/
chapters? What might have been some of the intial visual 
research question(s) driving the project? What new questions 
are raised at the end? How might we apply this method to 
Dollar General inquiries?

In-class working session: 7:30-8:30pm
  
Monday, May 2
Interim progress presentations w/ Sarah Aziz and Debbie Chen
Due at start of class (6pm):
--8 minute presentation of progress

Monday, May 9 - Wednesday, May 11
No structured class meeting
Required office hours check-in with Lindsey
Sign up for a time here.

Monday, May 16
FINAL REVIEW
5-8pm
LOCATION TBC

Images:

A. Robert Rauschenberg, Stoned Moon Series, Apollo 11 Commemoration, 1969-70.
B. Lindsey Krug, 7 Bodily Outcomes, 2018.
C. Jennifer Bonner/Adam DeTour, Still Life Platform 9, 2016. 
D-E. NASA, Apollo 13 Lithium Hydroxide Canisters - In-flight Design Solution, 1970.
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DOORS @ 8'-0" A.F.F.
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IN NORTHERN CLIMATES, PROVIDE SNOW GUARDS ON ROOF

PER LOCAL CODE.
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FINISHED GRADE AT EXTERIOR WALLS SHALL BE A MINIMUM OF

6" BELOW FINISHED FLOOR AT ALL NON PAVED AREAS.
METAL CANOPY BY PRE-ENGINEERED METAL BUILDING

MANUFACTURER. (ONLY APPLICABLE TO C & D PROTOTYPES)

21

8" SPLIT FACE CONCRETE MASONRY UNIT. PAINT TO MATCH

SIDE WALL PANELS.

1/2" DIAMETER x 6" LONG STAINLESS STEEL EYE BOLTS

(CLOSED) WITH 1" DIAMETER OPENINGS. DRILL AND EPOXY

INTO BLOCK WALL. 4 BOLTS TO BE LOCATED AS SHOWN EACH

SIDE OF ENTRY, TOTAL OF 8 BOLTS.

22
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SCALE III: ARCHITECTURE, DEVELOPMENT & SITE Images:

A. Tectonics Design Group, Dollar General Set, 2016.
B. AEDA, Dollar General Set, 2019.
C. Jan De Vylder Studio Student Work.
D. Leo A Daly, Dollar General Distribution Center, 2012.

Project Description:

With 18,000 stores and counting, Dollar General Corp is an 
American real estate and architecture empire. With so much 
real estate to ‘play’ with, one might expect DG to lead the 
charge in creating cutting edge form, and building in cutting 
edge ways conducive to the urgency of the 21st century. 
However, the company’s expansion relies primarily on triple 
net leases from a huge portfolio of property owners, investors, 
and REITs. This decentralized real estate model has resulted 
in cookie-cutter, copy-cat build-outs that leave much to be 
desired - for architects, community members, and employees.

We will put on our critical, analytical, and speculative architect 
hats this week to study existing Dollar General construction 
systems and speculate on alternative architectural futures. 
Working in partners, you will visit a nearby Dollar General of your 
choosing and create an analytical wall section perspective, or 
wall section isometric that breaks down a wall assembly, or 
assemblies, of a standard Dollar General. From there, using 
Detail Magazine (Resource Center), precedent studies, and 
your imagination, you will ‘re-design’ this fragment to pursue 
a larger architectural agenda on behalf of DG corp.

Simultaneously, we will conduct outreach to architects, 
engineers, and contractors that have experience working with 
Dollar General - and their real estate representatives - to see 
what insight we can gain from within our discipline. 

Required Readings:

Read: Kurt Kohlstedt, “Ghost Boxes: Reusing Abandoned Big 
Box Superstores Across America,” 99 Percent Invisible, 2016.
Read: Witold Rybczynski, Mysteries of the Mall, 2015. (on 
Canvas)
Read: Reinier de Graaf, “The Inevitable Box,” The Architectural 
Review, 2017.

Deliverables:

Monday, February 21
S2 Presentations
Launch S3: ARCHITECTURE 

Monday, February 28
S2 Presentations
Interim review/discussion for S3: ARCHITECTURE
Due at start of class (6pm):
--”As-built annotated wall section” drawing* (1x PDF)
 -IN-PROGRESS, printed on 11x17” page; bring to class
 -Scale: minimum 1/2” = 1’-0”
--”Designed annotated wall section” drawing/sketch* (1x PDF)
 -IN-PROGRESS, drawn/printed; bring to class
 -Scale: minimum 1/2” = 1’-0”
--Outreach initiated.

Monday, March 7
Completion of S3: PLANOGRAM - Submit to Canvas
Due at start of class (6pm):
--”As-built annotated wall section” drawing* (1x PDF)
 -Printed at full scale; bring to class
 -Should annotate materials, sourcing information, 
etc. Must show wall in section and also either in perspective or 
isometric beyond the section cut.
--”Designed annotated wall section” drawing* (1x PDF)
 -Printed at full scale; bring to class
 -Should have clear agenda, experimental idea, 
material exploration, sustainability goal, political stance, etc.
--5 minute presentation prepared
 -Present drawings; present outreach results.

*The style of your drawings is up to you and your partner, 
however, no rendering is allowed. We will rely on drawing 
marks to communicate assemblies and ideas. See reference 
work below and on following page. 

2 weeks

D

ARCHITECTURE Reference Work:
Jan De Vylder
Atelier Bow Wow
Lewis Tsurumaki Lewis
Detail Magazine (Resource Center)
Common Accounts
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Nominee role:

Collaborators & funding:
Student credit:

Course instructor
Co-P.I. (along with Sarah Aziz, Asst. Professor at University of New Mexico)
Received $8,000 from the ACSA and the Columbia University Buell Center
Students in the course received university credit

MONO-POLY-DOLLAR: Elective Seminar
Spring 2022

ARCH 533 at UW-Milwaukee

Spring 2022 Course Syllabus

Student work by UW-Milwaukee students: Alessandra Maurtua, Kelsey Dettman, Noel Flores, Julia Lederer
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Nominee role:
Collaborators & funding:

Student credit:

Co-lead exhibition designer (along with Sarah Aziz)
Received $4,000 from UWM Center for Undergraduate Research (SURF), to 
employ UG students Franziska Burkard, Natalie Kuehl, and Jacob Rohan
Received $5,000 from UWM Advancing Contemporary Theories Fellowship
Student researchers received $12/hour compensation via UWM SURF

DOLLAR GENTLE CYCLE: Exhibition
May 2022

Exhibition at the Mobile Design Box Gallery in Milwaukee, WI

As part of the ongoing research related to the dollar 

store industry, ARCH 533 students and student 

researchers helped design and install a pop-up 

exhibition that gently cycled the resources of UW-

Milwaukee’s School of Architecture through Dollar 

General Corporation in a vacant retail space on 

Milwaukee’s Historic Mitchell Street. SARUP resources 

were used to purchase high-demand, essential goods 

in bulk from Dollar General for display in a faux dollar 

store. Following their exhibition, these products were 

donated to local aid organizations in and around the 

Historic Mitchell District. 

Exhibition photographs by Abigail Platz
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The Midwest Stack Exchange is a proposal 

to bring students, faculty, and local experts 

from within and around the 44 schools 

of architecture in the Midwestern United 

States to develop regional  solidarity and 

knowledge-sharing traditions and novel 

pedagogical frameworks

MIDWEST STACK EXCHANGE: Summer programming
2021 - Ongoing

Drawings by Lindsey Krug and Sarah Aziz

Nominee role:
Collaborators & funding:

Student credit:

Co-P.I. (along with Sarah Aziz, Asst. Professor at University of New Mexico)
Received $1,500 from UWM Center for Undergraduate Research (SURF), to 
employ UG student Natalie Kuehl to help with research
Student researchers received $12/hour compensation via UWM SURF



9/21/23, 12:18 AM Getting Over Flyover Country - The Architectural League of New York

https://archleague.org/article/getting-over-flyover-country/ 1/6

Events Competitions Exhibitions Projects Publications Explore About Support 

   

Explore League Prize Interview PrintShare

Getting Over Flyover Country
Sarah Aziz and Lindsey Krug push back against the coastal domination of
American architecture, advocating for a greater role for the Midwest.

August 8, 2023

Drawing from Sarah Aziz and Lindsey Krug's Midwest Stack Exchange project depicting 44 proposed events to be held at 44 Midwestern schools of architecture. Image credit: Sarah Aziz and Lindsey Krug

 are  winners.

What does it mean for a few wealthy coastal areas to dominate the American architectural

field, and what might it look like to distribute this power more evenly throughout the nation?

These questions lie at the heart of Sarah Aziz and Lindsey Krug’s ongoing explorations of

the Midwest, where they met as fellows at the University of Wisconsin–Milwaukee.

The League’s Rafi Lehmann and Sarah Wesseler spoke with Aziz and Krug about their

practice.

*

Rafi Lehmann: So much of your work focuses on the Midwest. What sparked that curiosity

about the region?

Lindsey Krug: Sarah and I have an interesting joint perspective on the Midwest. I grew up

here—I was born in Ohio and raised in Illinois, just outside of Chicago—but I didn’t receive

either of my architecture degrees here. Sarah is from the UK but got her graduate degree

here. So we fill in gaps in each other’s understanding of the region.

Sarah Aziz: And we met here as fellows at the University of Wisconsin–Milwaukee. We both

started in July 2020, which, as you know, was an enormously tumultuous period.

Krug: No one was going anywhere, students were stuck in their dorms or in their families’

homes, and the lack of connection became kind of painfully obvious. Students could barely

connect with their classmates in the most basic ways, let alone with other architecture

students around the Midwest.

Aziz: But this was true even before the pandemic. When I was a student in Chicago, two

local practitioners, Katie Soven and Nora Ames, started a short-term initiative called Field

Notes that brought together SAIC, IIT, and UIC—the city’s three schools of architecture. It

was the first time we really spoke to each other and learned about the different departments.

It was remarkable; we were in such close proximity but needed an extracurricular program to

help us connect. So never mind the 44 schools of architecture spread out across the region.

Sarah Aziz and Lindsey Krug 2023 League Prize
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MIDWEST STACK EXCHANGE: Summer programming
2021 - Ongoing

Drawings by Lindsey Krug and Sarah Aziz

The above interview about the project was conducted and published by the 
Architectural League of New York as part of the 2023 Architectural League 
Prize for Young Architects + Designers.
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SUPREME PRIVACY: Research & exhibition
2022 - Ongoing

Exhibition at the Jim Shields Gallery, Milwaukee, WI. (October - November 2022)

Exhibition photographs by Abigail Platz

Nominee role:
Collaborators & funding:

Student credit:

P.I.
Received $12,000 from UWM Center for Undergraduate Research (SURF), 
to employ UG students Alana Dunne, Evan Johnson, Sarah Lunow, Nathan 
Magee, and Jacob Rohan to help with research and installation
Student researchers received $12/hour compensation via UWM SURF

Supreme Privacy is an investigation into the spatial and 

architectural legacies of a series of seven landmark 

Supreme Court cases, beginning with Griswold v. 

Connecticut (1965) and ending with Dobbs v. Jackson 

Women’s Health Organization (2022). The project 

explores the intersection of the legal system and 

spatial justice, with a particular focus on the concept of 

privacy, as it’s used as an architectural virtue and as a 

Constitutional origin point for rights to bodily autonomy

This work has been exhibited in the gallery at SARUP, 

spurring necessary conversations about current events 

among students and faculty.



9/15/23, 2:49 PM 2023 Architectural Education Award Winners - Association of Collegiate Schools of Architecture

https://www.acsa-arch.org/awards-archive/2023-architectural-education-award-winners/#bpa 4/5

Annual Meeting Best Paper & Best Project

On GANs, NLP and Architecture

Volume 5

Jeffrey Huang, Mikhael Johanes, Frederick Chando Kim, Christina Doumpioti & Georg-Christoph Holz

Swiss Federal Institute of Technology, Lausanne (EPFL)



Best Paper

Cultivating the Commons: Building Equitable and Resilient Transit Communities at Scale

Richard Mohler | University of Washington



Best Project

Corpus Comunis:

Precedent, Privacy, and the United States Supreme Court, in Seven Architectural Case Studies

Lindsey Krug | University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee

ABSTRACT

Corpus Comunis: Precedent, Privacy, and the United States Supreme Court, in Seven Architectural Case Studies

As post-WWII America grappled with the cultural revolution of the

1950s and 1960s and its evolving identity – as perceived domestically

and abroad – a core tenet of American life bubbled to the surface of

political, social, and aesthetic discourse: privacy. Once the revelry of

the Allies’ win in the World War cooled into the precarity of the Cold

War, American democracy and the culture it afforded its citizens was

positioned, -rst and foremost, in opposition to that of a totalitarian

government and culture like that of the Soviet Union. In her book

Pursuing Privacy in Cold War America, American literature scholar

Deborah Nelson attributes the eulogizing of privacy that emerged in

Cold War America to heightened national security discourse and the

accompanying fear of the Eastern Bloc. “The potency of American

democracy in cold war rhetoric was not its cultivation of a vibrant and

free public discourse but its vigilant protection of private autonomy.

The stakes of this conviction were typically apocalyptic: either we

preserved the integrity of private spaces and thus the free world, or we

tolerated their penetration and took the -rst step toward totalitarian

oppression. The very starkness of this choice manufactured the cold

war’s governing paradox: in the interests of preserving the space of

privacy, privacy would have to be penetrated.” The trajectory of

American life would be forever shaped by this national discourse, and

nowhere is its in.uence more evident than in two layers of American

infrastructure: law and the built environment.

This project will be presented at the ACSA111 Annual Meeting in St.

Louis, MO.

Corpus Comunis tackles this interdisciplinary correlation between the

legal and the architectural by excavating a series of seven Supreme

Court cases concerning a constitutional right to privacy for the

architectural environments where their events took place. Privacy, as

a right bestowed in America’s founding documents, was -rst

acknowledged during the Cold War era in the case of Griswold v.

Connecticut (1965), which gave married couples the right to use

contraception. Justice William Douglas wrote for the Court’s majority:

“Speci-c guarantees in the Bill of Rights have penumbras, formed by

emanations from those guarantees that help give them life and

substance. Various guarantees create zones of privacy.” Exceedingly

spatial in this description, these shadowy zones of implied privacy can

be located in the First, Third, Fourth, Ninth, or Fourteenth

Amendments, or some combination therein, depending on one’s

constitutional interpretation. In practice though, these zones of

privacy are enacted in and through the unassuming architectural

spaces that serve as the backdrops to Americans’ daily lives.  From the

front steps of a wood-framed residence-turned-fertility clinic in New

Haven where Estelle Griswold enacted her advocacy, to the nameless

adoption of-ce that Norma McCorvey (f.k.a. Jane Roe) visited three

times, to the interior of the Learjet plane where John Arthur and Jim

Obergefell were legally married on the tarmac of BWI airport, Corpus

Comunis bores through seven spaces joined not by typological or

aesthetic architectural qualities, but instead by the spatial privacy

precedent they establish together.



Juries

Topaz Jury

Karen Lu, Snow Kreilich Architects

Igor Marjanović, Rice University

Cooper Moore, AIAS

Kirk Narburgh, King + King Architects

Jennifer Yoos, University of Minnesota

Distinguished Professor Jury

Patricia Belton Oliver, University of Houston

Lisa Findley, California College of the Arts

Robert Gonzalez, University of New Mexico

Creative Achievement Jury

Marcelo López-Dinardi, Texas A&M University

Maria Paz Gutierrez, University of California, Berkeley

Rosalyne Shieh, MIT Architecture

Faculty Design Jury

Judith De Jong, University of Illinois at Chicago

Miguel Guitart, University at Buffalo, SUNY

Catherine Hamel, University of Calgary

Seung Ra, Oklahoma State University

Ulysses Sean Vance, Temple University

Photo credit: Lee Lockwood/Getty Image credit: Lindsey Krug
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democracy in cold war rhetoric was not its cultivation of a vibrant and
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privacy, privacy would have to be penetrated.” The trajectory of

American life would be forever shaped by this national discourse, and

nowhere is its in.uence more evident than in two layers of American

infrastructure: law and the built environment.

This project will be presented at the ACSA111 Annual Meeting in St.

Louis, MO.

Corpus Comunis tackles this interdisciplinary correlation between the

legal and the architectural by excavating a series of seven Supreme

Court cases concerning a constitutional right to privacy for the

architectural environments where their events took place. Privacy, as

a right bestowed in America’s founding documents, was -rst

acknowledged during the Cold War era in the case of Griswold v.

Connecticut (1965), which gave married couples the right to use

contraception. Justice William Douglas wrote for the Court’s majority:
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constitutional interpretation. In practice though, these zones of

privacy are enacted in and through the unassuming architectural

spaces that serve as the backdrops to Americans’ daily lives.  From the

front steps of a wood-framed residence-turned-fertility clinic in New

Haven where Estelle Griswold enacted her advocacy, to the nameless

adoption of-ce that Norma McCorvey (f.k.a. Jane Roe) visited three

times, to the interior of the Learjet plane where John Arthur and Jim

Obergefell were legally married on the tarmac of BWI airport, Corpus
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SUPREME PRIVACY: 2023 ACSA Best Project Award
Spring 2023

Awarded by the ACSA and the ACSA College of Distinguished Professors

Nominee role:
Collaborators & funding:

Student credit:

P.I.
Received $12,000 from UWM Center for Undergraduate Research (SURF), 
to employ UG students Alana Dunne, Evan Johnson, Sarah Lunow, Nathan 
Magee, and Jacob Rohan to help with background research
Student researchers received $12/hour compensation via UWM SURF



Elliot Ave. Project Map
Louisville, KY

Louisville Courier Journal, July 5, 2020
Phillip M. Bailey & Tessa Duvall

Lawsuit for the unlawful murder of Breonna Taylor
Renderings by University of Kentucky architecture students

Lawsuit for the unlawful murder of Breonna Taylor

Lawsuit for the unlawful murder of Breonna Taylor
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LET’S NOT GO BACK TO NORMAL: Public lecture
March 2020
“Property: The Estate of Breonna Taylor, Hudson Yards, CPTED, and Manhattan’s Chinatown” 
presented as part of the 2021-22 SARUP Lecture Series

“Property: The Estate of Breonna Taylor, 

Hudson Yards, CPTED, and Manhattan’s 

Chinatown,” was a public lecture presented 

along with Khorshid Naderi-Azad on 

March 12, 2020 - one day before the 1 year 

anniversary of the murder of Breonna 

Taylor in Louisville. If we peel back the 

layers of the larger systems at play that 

led to her being killed, it’s a chilling case 

study in the ‘architectural blinders’ we can 

have to forces of property, development, 

and policing. Students at the University 

of Kentucky School of Architecture, likely 

unknowingly, helped design and render 

proposals for the re-development of the 

neighborhood where Taylor’s ex-boyfriend 

lived, an area the city was interested 

in purchasing up properties in order to 

proceed with new development plans.

Nominee role:
Collaborators & funding:

Student credit:

Co-P.I. (presented along with Khorshid Naderi-Azad of Full Howz Podcast)
Lecture series organized by Trudy Watt
n/a



# Student Name Instructor Assigned Street Cross Street A Cross Street B # of Blocks Approx. # of Bldgs Color Code

1 Amland, Seth Leeann Wacker W Howard Ave S Miner St W Loomis Rd 1 4 WEST leg (35th)

2 Camber, Sean Patrick Leeann Wacker W Howard Ave W Loomis Rd S 35th St 1 8 NORTH leg (Hampton)

3 Del Fratte, Gian Stephan Leeann Wacker S 35th St W Howard Ave W Lynndale Ave 1 5 EAST leg (27th)

4 Dettmers, Isabella E Leeann Wacker S 35th St W Lynndale Ave W Wilbur Ave 1 10 SOUTH leg (Howard)

5 Fellows, Maxwell James Leeann Wacker S 35th St W Wilbur Ave 3664 S 35th St 0.5 11

6 Haegeland, Paige Leeann Wacker S 35th St 3658 S 35th St W St Francis Ave 0.5 10

7 Hayes, William A Leeann Wacker S 35th St W St Francis Ave W Morgan Ave 1 12

8 Kiesow, Havier Michael Leeann Wacker S 35th St W Morgan Ave 3404 S 35th St 0.5 14

9 Kowalczyk, Eric Jan Leeann Wacker S 35th St 3380 S 35th St W Poe St / W Ohio Ave 0.5 14

10 Lorbiecki, Alexia M Leeann Wacker S 35th St W Poe St / W Ohio Ave W Lakefield Dr 2 11

11 Mueller, Ethan Riley Leeann Wacker S 35th St W Lakefield Dr W Oklahoma Ave 1 7

12 Otterstrom, Emma Danielle Leeann Wacker S 35th St W Oklahoma Ave W Manitoba St 1 8

13 Roman, Yesenia Juventina Leeann Wacker S 35th St W Kinnickinnic River Pkwy W Dakota St 1 7

14 Rousseau, Cole D Leeann Wacker S 35th St W Dakota St 2828 S 35th St 0.5 8

15 Shepro, Eann Scott Leeann Wacker S 35th St 2824 S 35th St W Forest Home 1.5 8

16 Snow, Alexis Kathrine Leeann Wacker S 35th St W Arthur Ave W Hayes Ave 1 13

17 Warble, Steven Leeann Wacker S 35th St W Hayes Ave 2344 S 35th St 0.5 7

18 Wynveen, Grace Marie Leeann Wacker S 35th St 2340 S 35th St W Lincoln Ave 0.5 7

19 Alka, Medina Mania Tahar S 35th St W Lincoln Ave W Grant St 1 13

20 Bignell, Teagan M Mania Tahar S 35th St W Grant St W Becher St 1 14

21 Borchardt, Ryan Michael Mania Tahar S 35th St W Becher St 2040 S 35th St 0.5 7

22 Button, Leah Rose Mania Tahar S 35th St 2032 S 35th St W Rogers St 0.5 8

23 Engelmohr, John Henry Mania Tahar S 35th St W Rogers St W Mitchell St 2 3

24 Guttenberg, Paytin Grace Mania Tahar S 35th St W Mitchell St 1638 S 35th St 0.5 7

25 Hansen, Tanner Mania Tahar S 35th St 1630 S 35th St W Lapham St 0.5 7

26 Jackson, Soren M Mania Tahar S 35th St W Lapham St W Branting Ln 1 10

27 Klessig, Trey Mania Tahar S 35th St W Branting Ln 1502 S 35th St 0.5 8

28 Lopez, Angela M Mania Tahar S 35th St 1442 S 35th St W Greenfield Ave 0.5 8

29 Misslich, Jason Anthony Mania Tahar S 35th St W Greenfield Ave 1246 S 35th St 0.5 9

30 Orvis, Kyra Nicole Mania Tahar S 35th St 1242 S 35th St W Scott St 0.5 9

31 Probelski, Jarod Marvin Mania Tahar S 35th St W Scott St 1016. S 35th St 0.5 11

32 Rabadan, Aime Anahi Mania Tahar S 35th St 1012 S 35th St W National Ave 0.5 11

33 Sealock, Jessica Beth Mania Tahar S 35th St W National Ave W Pierce St 1 8

34 Self, Tanner Austin Mania Tahar N 35th St W Park Hill Ave W St Paul Ave 2 6

35 Voight, Peyton James Mania Tahar N 35th St W St Paul Ave W Clybourn St 1 6

36 Windau, Alyssa Nicole Mania Tahar N 35th St W Michigan St W Wells St 2 5

37 Bonfiglio, Arlin Joseph Qianqian Liu N 35th St W Wells St W Kilbourn Ave 1 4

38 Bunge, Emma Isabelle Qianqian Liu N 35th St W Kilbourn Ave W State St 1 9

39 Green, Isaac Mitchell Qianqian Liu N 35th St W State St W Highland Blvd 1 6

40 Greenley, Megan Jacqueline Qianqian Liu N 35th St W Highland Blvd W Juneau Ave 1 5

41 Ikpi, Michael Eteng Qianqian Liu N 35th St W Juneau Ave W Vliet St 2 4

42 Kirchoff, Andrew Benjamin Qianqian Liu N 35th St W Vliet St W Cherry St 1 7

43 Leahy, Emily Kayleen Qianqian Liu N 35th St W Cherry St W Galena St 1 7

44 Marki, Payton Paul Qianqian Liu N 35th St W Galena St W Walnut St 1 8

45 Olsen, Julia Lois Qianqian Liu N 35th St W Walnut St W Lisbon Ave 1 9

46 Phillips, Zachary William Qianqian Liu N 35th St W Lisbon Ave W Brown St 2 6

47 Quryshi, Simra Sajid Qianqian Liu N 35th St W Brown St W Lloyd St 1 9

48 Ramriez, Christian Qianqian Liu N 35th St W Lloyd St W Garfield Ave 1 6

49 Scott, Mia Damiana Qianqian Liu N 35th St W Garfield Ave W North Ave 1 4

50 Scoville, Kyle Qianqian Liu N 35th St W Meinecke Ave 2432 N 35th St 0.5 8

51 Vang, Aaron Qianqian Liu N 35th St 2436 N 35th St W Wright St 0.5 8

52 Wehner, Allison Marie Qianqian Liu N 35th St W Wright St 2542 N 35th St 0.5 8

53 Zahra, Mohammad Khaled Qianqian Liu N 35th St 2544 N 35th St W Clarke St 0.5 7

54 Bensemann, Samuel Alan Kate Hamann N 35th St W Clarke St W Center St 1 8

55 Bunge, Alexia Charlene Kate Hamann N 35th St W Center St W Hadley St 1 10

56 Duenk, Aaron Ellis Kate Hamann N 35th St W Hadley St 2836 N 35th St 0.5 7

57 Eason, James Conner Kate Hamann N 35th St 2838 N 35th St W Locust Ave 0.5 8

58 Georg, Ryan Citti Kate Hamann N 35th St W Locust Ave W Chambers St 1 13

59 Gingle, Anika Kathlyn Kate Hamann N 35th St W Chambers St W Burleigh St 1 10

60 Iankov, Atanas Atanasov Kate Hamann N 35th St W Burleigh St W Auer Ave 1 12

61 Kaiser, Zachary Frank Kate Hamann N 35th St W Auer Ave 3245 N 35th St 0.5 9

62 Lakari, Meredith Rhys Kate Hamann N 35th St 3249 N 35th St W Concordia Ave 0.5 10

63 Malas, Kody Kate Hamann N 35th St W Concordia Ave W Townsend Ave 1 9

64 Morales, Marysa Liana Kate Hamann N 35th St W Townsend Ave W Keefe Ave 1 10

65 Mustafa, Eyad Mohammed Kate Hamann N 35th St W Keefe Ave W Nash St 1 1

66 Phillips, Hunter Jerome Kate Hamann N 35th St W Nash St W Vienna Ave 1 6

67 Schultz, Samantha Lyn Kate Hamann N 35th St W Vienna Ave W Melvina St 1 5

68 Schumacher, Colin Kevin Kate Hamann N 35th St W Melvina St W Capitol Dr 1 7

69 Van Ekeren, Tyler Christian Kate Hamann N 35th St W Capitol Dr W Hope Ave 2 4

70 Wallace, Mercedes Marie Kate Hamann N 35th St W Hope Ave W Marion St 1 5

71 Weber, Owen Daniel Kate Hamann N 35th St / N Hopkins Street W Marion St W Congress St 1 9
72 Andrae, Alexa Paige Lindsey Krug N Hopkins Street W Congress St W Ruby Ave 1 10

73 Cardelli, Max Taylor Lindsey Krug N Hopkins Street W Ruby Ave W Glendale Ave 1 10

74 Dray, Jessica Marie Lindsey Krug W Glendale Ave N 36 St N 35 St 1 6

75 Eirschele, Logan Lindsey Krug N 35th St W Glendale Ave W Courtland Ave 1 9

76 Ferguson, Isaac William Lindsey Krug N 35th St W Courtland Ave 4738 N 35th St 0.5 9

77 Hardenburger, Anastasia Alexandra Lindsey Krug N 35th St 4746 N 35th St W Hampton Ave 0.5 9

78 Hernandez, Samuel William Lindsey Krug W Hampton Ave N 35th St N 32nd St 3 4

79 Konijnenburg, Lianne Marie Lindsey Krug W Hampton Ave N 31st St N 27th St 4 8

80 LaFlash, Saxon Lindsey Krug N 27th St W Cortland Ave W Glendale Ave 1 10

81 Lissak, Ryan J Lindsey Krug N 27th St W Glendale Ave W Ruby Ave 1 14

82 Murphy, Skylahr Alexis Lindsey Krug N 27th St W Ruby Ave W Port Sunlight Way 1 11

83 O'Brien, Rece Patrick Lindsey Krug N 27th St W Port Sunlight Way W Atkinson Ave 1 4

84 Rumler, Michael Joseph Lindsey Krug N 27th St W Port Sunlight Way W Roosevelt Dr 1 8

85 Schraith, Tarek Thomas Lindsey Krug N 27th St W Roosevelt Dr W Hope Ave / N 31st St 1 13

86 Shields, Grant Edward Lindsey Krug N 27th St W Hope Ave / N 31st St W Capitol Dr 1 9

87 Snyder, Alexandra-Ann Guyuan Lindsey Krug N 27th St W Capitol Dr W Melvina St 1 12

88 Weber, Owen Daniel Lindsey Krug N 27th St W Melvina St 3846 N 27th St 0.5 8

89 Zeni, Maddison Irene Lindsey Krug N 27th St 3842 N 27th St W Vienna Ave 0.5 9

90 Bane, Grant Owen Debbie Chen N 27th St W Vienna Ave W Nash St 1 12

91 Belloc Lowndes, Cordelia Jennings Debbie Chen N 27th St W Nash St W Hopkins St 1 8

92 Bowman, Joelle Kathryn Debbie Chen N 27th St W Townsend Ave 3346 N 27th St 0.5 9

93 Colony, William Austin Debbie Chen N 27th St 3342 N 27th St W Concordia Ave 0.5 9

94 Fabela, Marina Lizbeth Debbie Chen N 27th St W Concordia Ave 3246 N 27th St 0.5 7

95 Flint, Logan James Debbie Chen N 27th St 3242 N 27th St W Auer Ave 0.5 8

96 Heyroth, Abigail Lynn Debbie Chen N 27th St W Auer Ave W Burleigh St 1 8

97 Hollister, Eric Jacob Debbie Chen N 27th St W Burleigh St W Chambers St 1 10

98 Hoxhallari, Bora Debbie Chen N 27th St W Chambers St W Locust Ave 1 12

99 Luevano, Cesar Debbie Chen N 27th St W Locust Ave W Hadley St 1 10

100 Lutzke, Ethen Ryan Debbie Chen N 27th St W Hadley St W Center St 1 7

101 Messer, Mikayla Syble-Jean Debbie Chen N 27th St W Center St W Clarke St 1 6

102 Peterman, Nicholas Charles Debbie Chen N 27th St W Clarke St W Wright St 1 10

103 Saunders, Magen Erin Debbie Chen N 27th St W Wright St W Meinecke Ave 1 12

104 Schmitz, Parker Lea Debbie Chen N 27th St W Garfield Ave W Lloyd St 1 7

105 Smith, McKenna Debbie Chen N 27th St W Lloyd St W Brown St 1 6

106 Tillman, Andrew Ryan Debbie Chen N 27th St W Brown St W Vine St 1 7

107 Tyree, Katherine Margaret Debbie Chen N 27th St W Vine St W Lisbon Ave 1 5

108 Anderson, Benjamin Scott Gabby Bustos N 27th St W Lisbon Ave W Galena St 2 8

109 Badjan, Matarr Gabby Bustos N 27th St W Galena St W Vliet St 2 3

110 Bertrand, Kaylee Ann Gabby Bustos N 27th St W Vliet St W Juneau Ave 2 5

111 Christiansen, Noah Winsel Gabby Bustos N 27th St W Juneau Ave W State St 2 7

112 Ellis, Victoria Rebecca Gabby Bustos N 27th St W State St W Kilbourn Ave 1 4

113 Fleury, Christian Robert Gabby Bustos N 27th St W Kilbourn Ave W Wells St 1 5

114 Head, Kiley N Gabby Bustos N 27th St W Wells St W Michigan St 2 4

115 Hoffman, Jacob Michael Gabby Bustos N 27th St W Michigan St W Clybourn St 1 5

116 Loewe, Jack Edward Gabby Bustos S 27th St / S Layton Blvd W Clybourn St W St Paul Ave 1 4

117 Lopez, Mario Leon Gabby Bustos S 27th St / S Layton Blvd W Evergreen Ln W Pierce St 1 13

118 McKinnon, Alyssa Marie Gabby Bustos S 27th St / S Layton Blvd W Pierce St W National Ave 1 6

119 Pabon, Spencer Ellies Gabby Bustos S 27th St / S Layton Blvd W National Ave 1024 S 27th St 1.5 7

120 Pipia, Julia Ann Gabby Bustos S 27th St / S Layton Blvd 1028 S 27th St W Scott St 0.5 11

121 Romero-Moran, Valentina Isabel Gabby Bustos S 27th St / S Layton Blvd W Scott St W Greenfield Ave 1 14

122 Sanford, Jack Robert Gabby Bustos S 27th St / S Layton Blvd W Greenfield Ave 1516 S 27th St 1.5 6

123 Shepard, Jorden Gabby Bustos S 27th St / S Layton Blvd 1524 S 27th St W Lapham St 0.5 12

124 Smolen, Spencer Michael Gabby Bustos S 27th St / S Layton Blvd W Lapham St W Mitchell St 1 12

125 Tracy, Hannah Rebecca Gabby Bustos S 27th St / S Layton Blvd W Mitchell St W Maple St 1 10

126 Bartz, Alec Noah Amanda Golemba S 27th St / S Layton Blvd W Maple St W Burnham St 1 7

127 Bruffy, Jordan Savannah Amanda Golemba S 27th St / S Layton Blvd W Burnham St W Rogers St 2 13

128 Condon, Michael Amanda Golemba S 27th St / S Layton Blvd W Rogers St W Becher St 1 12

129 Dakwar, Lor Mohammad Amanda Golemba S 27th St / S Layton Blvd W Becher St W Grant St 1 12

130 Flaherty, LoriAnne Elizabeth Amanda Golemba S 27th St / S Layton Blvd W Grant St 2236 S 27th St 0.5 7

131 Fravel, Jack Ryan Amanda Golemba S 27th St / S Layton Blvd 2240 S 27th St W Lincoln Ave 0.5 8

132 Garcia-Rangel, Andrea Amanda Golemba S 27th St W Lincoln Ave W Hayes Ave 1 13

133 Johnson, Evan Andrew Amanda Golemba S 28th St W Arthur Ave 2538 S 28th St 0.5 10

134 MacKenzie, Dean Edward Amanda Golemba S 28th St 2540 S 28th St W Harrison Ave 0.5 9

135 Mahmoud, Adeeb Amanda Golemba S 28th St W Harrison Ave 2635 S 28th St 0.5 7

136 McGowan, Maureen Elizabeth Amanda Golemba S 28th St 2637 S 28th St W Cleveland Ave 0.5 8

137 Miles, Lydia Nicole Amanda Golemba S 27th St W Oklahoma Ave W Euclid Ave 1 11

138 Petty, Jonathan DeLeon Amanda Golemba S 27th St W Euclid Ave W Ohio Ave 1 4

139 Saxton, Anna Lynne Amanda Golemba S 27th St W Ohio Ave W Holt Ave 1 6

140 Schreiber, William Eric Amanda Golemba S 27th St W Holt Ave W Morgan Ave 1 4

141 Urioste, Paulina Amanda Golemba S 27th St W Morgan Ave W Loomis Rd 1 4

142 Uy, Adam Mario Amanda Golemba S 27th St W Loomis Rd 3750 S 27th St 0.5 4

143 Valdez, Gabriel Anthony Amanda Golemba S 27th St 3774 S 27th  W Howard Ave 0.5 7
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P.08
Portfolio: you, your work, and your surroundings

Images:

A. Jennifer Bonner (6 months pregnant), Domestic Hats Yard Art No. 6, 

Photograph by Caitlin Pet
erson, 2014. Image Source.

B. Irma Boom, Irma Boom: Architecture of the Book, 
2010.

C. Irma Boom, Irma Boom: Architecture of the Book, 
2010.

B
C

Project Description and 
Objectives:

The final assignment of the semester asks each of you to fo
rmat, 

curate, and reflect on all t
he work you have accomplished this 

semester. The act of making a portfolio is a funda
mental skill for 

building and developing y
our design identity, your p

rofessional 

career, and confidence in
 your own work. Making a portfolio 

can and should be an ex
tremely rewarding process, an

d the 

outcome will allow you to see an
d present your work in a n

ew 

way. 

A design portfolio is alwa
ys a work in-progress, es

pecially as 

you are starting off in yo
ur architecture education

. Deciding 

on format and structure can be th
e hardest part, but if you a

re 

diligent, a clear and flexib
le but regimented structure will allow 

you to quickly populate yo
ur work, and continue to a

dd projects 

as you progress through y
our education and work e

xperience. 

This portfolio is as much for you, as it is for you
r instructors. For 

us, we’ll use this (along w
ith your Canvas submissions) to help 

ensure we have seen the 
final versions of all of you

r semester 

work. For you, you’ll end
 up with a first version o

f a design 

portfolio, a living document that represents the cur
rent status of 

your design abilities and in
terests.

REQUIRED references / r
esources:

Tutorial: Portfolios + Publ
ications by Nikole Boucha

rd and NOMAS - 

Recording
Tutorial: Portfolios + Publ

ications by Nikole Boucha
rd and NOMAS - 

Slides
Help/Examples: Portfolios + Graphics

 by Nikole Bouchard

Help: Typesetting checklis
t

Help: Typography suggest
ions

Help: Example InDesign Layout by Ni
kole Bouchard

Help: Graphic Resources
 for students (colors, en

tourage, printing, 

graphic design, project ref
erences, typeface, etc.)

Reference: Studio Lin Gra
phic Design

Watch: Irma Boom Lecture, Harvard GSD, 20
18. 

Read: The Vignelli Canon 
by Massimo Vignelli

Output / Deliverables:

Complete and uploaded to Can
vas by 

Friday, December 17 @ 11:59pm.

(1) Portfolio PDF
• Format: Digital ONLY (you may print it for yourself, but

 it’s 

not required.
• Content: Work from projects 1-7, formatted, refined, 

documented, and well organize
d into coherent structure

 

and portfolio layouts (grea
test hits)

• Recommended size: 8x11” inch pages, booklet style 

(producing 11x17” spreads)
. This format allows for flexibility 

for both print and digital s
haring of your work. 

• Recommended length: MINIMUM 10 spreads PLUS front 

cover and back cover.

• Type: 2 fonts (maximum 3)

 Ex. SIMPLE FONTS: Futura, Helve
tica, etc (sans serifs)

•  Ex. BAD FONTS: Copperpl
ate, anything too stylized

• Additional Content: You m
ay include other, previous

 work, 

but it should be separat
e from your 310 work (for this

 

submission) and located at the
 back of the PDF portfolio

. 

It is worth considering a
ll the creative work you

 have 

completed to this point as you
 are making decisions about 

layout and structure, but it
 is not required.

(1) OPTIONAL: Min. 1 photograph of at leas
t ONE of your final 

pieces of documentation, photographed in
 front of, near, or with 

your assigned site. (see p
hoto to the left). Format this photo(s) 

into your portfolio.

A
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P.07
140 Curiosity Cabinets for Milwaukee

Project Description and 
Objectives:

Your work thus far has bee
n divided into two phases

. In the first 

(P.01-P.02-P.03) you worke
d on site-specific documentation of 

your assigned block of ou
r 140-block loop. In the se

cond (P.04-

P.05-P.06) you delved into
 abstract form in order to rehearse 

an architectural design p
rocess moving from form-making, to 

modeling, to drawing, and b
ack again. 

The third and final phas
e of the semester will ask you to 

synthesize the ideas and
 skills of both phases, as

 you each 

design an inhabitable Cur
iosity Cabinet/Folly sited s

omewhere 

on your assigned block. 
What began as a collectio

n of 140 

objects will become a network of 140 inhab
itable structures 

that encourage the movement of people through the
ir various 

spaces and levels and p
layful engagement with site-specific 

objects. 

The goal of this project 
is space-making. We are designing 

spaces - real spaces wit
h real dimensions/conventions - for

 

an imaginary, hypothetical pro
ject. This balance betw

een 

realism and surrealism will allow you to exercise
 your creative 

space-making skills - focusing on
 the quality of space rath

er 

than buildability - while st
ill beginning to create arc

hitecturally 

legible spaces. Because
 your designed folly w

ill not be 

built, you must focus on crafting a n
arrative that explains its 

conceptual underpinnings
 and design methodologies of your 

proposed architecture. Thi
s is an absolutely vital skill

 to develop 

as an architect/designer. A
 list of program, square footage, and 

material parameters are not enough to su
stain an architectural 

endeavor. As the designe
r, you craft concepts, stor

ies, spatial 

relationships, and design v
alues along the way. These

 intangible 

(and invaluable) design dr
ivers allow you to situate 

the project 

within a framework larger than itself, m
ake decisions beyond 

one’s own preferences and
 tastes, stay engaged and 

interested 

in your own work, and 
establish an ideological 

anchor to 

continue returning to as
 the project inevitably ta

kes twists 

B
C

and turns through the des
ign process. Eventually, th

ese design 

drivers will be crucial co
mmunication tools for bringin

g your 

clients, consultants, and
 colleagues along with 

you from 

concept to construction.

What is the value of creat
ing space that people c

an move 

through? Be mindful of the tendency to 
default to able-body-

oriented design. How do
 you curate or choreogra

ph various 

paths through a structure
? What might motivate someone to 

move up or down between 
levels? Or from one side to another 

laterally? How can you in
centivize engagement with designed 

space without defined pro
gram? How do the animate (people, 

non-human species, the elements) and inanimate (objects, 

building materials) interface with on
e another? How can you

 

balance structure, organ
ization, and systems with nuance, 

variety, and playfulness? 
What cultural, spatial, enviro

nmental, 

social, and political inputs
 can you source from your immediate 

site, the neighborhood, the
 city, the state, and beyond

? How can 

you use careful observati
on and site-specificity to 

help direct 

your work? What objects/ideas will you
r curate and introduce 

to your site in addition to a
rchitectural form?

This final project, your b
lock-specific curiosity ca

binet, will 

proceed as three sub-pr
ojects intended to help 

move you 

through the design proce
ss. There is no hard-stop

 between 

each of the three sub-pr
ojects, they morph and evolve into 

one another and may not always move linearly forward. Thes
e 

projects build on all the i
deas and work you have 

completed 

thus far. Your goal is to p
ick and choose how to c

urate your 

spatial narrative and art
iculate it with legible ar

chitectural 

space.

Image credits:
A. Nancy Rubins, Our Frien

d Fluid Metal, 2014. (Currently on vie
w at 

Art Institute of Chicago thr
ough Fall 2022) More info. And more info. 

B. Ferrante Imperato, “Woodcut of the Wunderkammer room” in 

Dell’historia naturale, 1599
.

C. Sir John Soane, House o
f John Soane, 1792-1825. M

ore info. 

A
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P.07
140 Curiosity Cabinets for Milwaukee

Guidelines + Requirements:

Each of your Curiosity Ca
binets / Urban Follies sho

uld feature 

the following characteristi
cs:

• Interiority: your structure
 should be occupiable, in

viting 

movement inside and through it, r
ather than just circulating 

around it on the ground lik
e a sculpture

• Enclosure: interior, exteri
or, and in-between space

s, with 

clear delineation between
 these areas.

• Levels:  a minimum of 3 inhabitable levels w
ithin your 

structure; these may be full stories, half-s
tories, above 

ground, or below ground

• Scaled elements: within your abstract
 space, draw/model 

certain architectural elem
ents that allow us to unde

rstand 

the human-scale of your spaces
. These elements may 

include: stairs, ramps, passageways/openin
gs, railings, 

corridors, furniture elements, objects, plants, etc.

Useful references / reso
urces:

Please take the time to refer back to all of 
the links, project 

references, tutorials, and 
readings that have been p

rovided to 

you in P.01-P.06. You will b
e refining and developing

 the same 

skills you have been lear
ning all semester. Additional project 

and deliverable reference
s will be provided in eac

h phase of 

P.07.

B
C

Image credits:
A. Stephanie Lloyd and Di

andra Rendradjaja, Vitrine
s for Living. 2020. 

B. Stephanie Lloyd and Di
andra Rendradjaja, Vitrine

s for Living. 2020. 

C. Stephanie Lloyd and Di
andra Rendradjaja, Vitrine

s for Living. 2020. 

More info. 

A
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Assignment Objectives:

• Develop PRECISION drawings skills 
within a LOOSE 

framework that allows for play and experimentation 

• Get acquainted/comfortable using Rhino for drafting and 

3D modeling
• Get up from your desk and go out into the world to

 LOOK 

ACTIVELY. Return to your desk to do
cument, process, 

analyze. Repeat. Repeat.

Expectations:

An abundance of reference images, resources, and authors are 

provided with this assignment sheet. It is recommended to try 

to ‘work-in-the-style’ of an author whose
 style/technique seems 

applicable to your walking and documentation goals. Creativity 

and experimentation is highly encouraged, but it must result in 

PRECISE, BOLD, and CARE-FULL drawin
gs. Talk to your section 

instructor about any additional expectat
ions.

Useful resources:

Help: Rhino Command List and Information

Help: Rhino Cheat Sheet
Help: Rhino Aliases from Lindsey

Youtube Tutorial: Abstract Rhino Modeling + Rendering 

Youtube Tutorial: SARUP Spring ‘21 Tutor
ial Playlist

Book: Rebecca Solnit, Wanderlust: A History of Walking (epub)

Article: Karen O’Rourke, “Psychogeogra
phy: A Purposeful Drift 

Through the City”

Recordings of the project introductio
n and corresponding 

workshops and tutorials will be posted t
o CANVAS.

A B
C

Image credits:

A. WOJR, Labyrinth, 2013.
B. Anna Park, House Rules, 2020.

C. Anna Park, It’s Good For You, 2020.

Rhino Tips: 

Students should spend time experimenting with Rhino’s library 

of commands - both 2D and 3D. You may work with all 2D 

objects or you may experiment with 3D objects and then use 

the Make2D command to create a line drawing. A reminder 

that every Rhino command offers additional settings/choices 

in the Command Bar. Use the Rhino Command Help page to 

experiment with these options as well.

Commands to test:

In addition, play around with your Displ
ay Modes (in Options), 

in order to change the background col
or/appearance of your 

drawings. Toggle your ObjectSnaps on
/off, as well as Ortho 

Mode. Experiment with assigning linetypes and print w
idths to 

your layers. Turn on PrintPreview in or
der to see the impact. 

If dashed lines aren’t showing up, 
use SetLinetypeScale 

command and adjust the value to a higher nu
mber. To export, 

you may print to PDF directly from your model (make sure to 

select Vector Output), or use ViewCaptur
eToFile to export (make 

sure to export an 11x17 @ 300dp = 3,300 x 5,100px), or export 

from Rhino to Illustrator to add additional line
weighting.

• Polyline
• Curve
• Arc
• Trim
• Extend
• Split
• CurveBoolean
• Hatch
• Picture
• Array
• PolarArray

• ArrayCrv
• Offset
• 
• Flow
• FlowAlongSrf
• Pipe
• Loft
• Sweep
• Copy
• Rotate
• Move

• Rotate3D
• Scale1D
• Scale2D
• TweenCurves
• Fillet
• FilletCorners
• Split
• Divide
• ExtrudeCrv
• Group
• etc.
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General process outline:

Step 1:
Pick a site, zone, or volumetric container of some significance 
located somewhere along your block, minimum 12’x12’x12.’ You 
might utilize a vacant lot, you might build atop an existing 
building, you might utilize front yards or sidewalks, you might 
use a side lot between 2 buildings, you might use the site of 
the single building you drew and think of an imagined future 
for that structure/site, etc. Be creative and thoughtful with 
your decision. Use the Google Maps measure tool with other 
resourceful methods to get the measurements of this selected 
container. Model a simple wireframe of this site in Rhino at its 
true size. This will act as your site for this project and moving 
forward for the semester. 

Step 2:
With Oulipian techniques in mind, deploy and test a series 
of controlled and intentional design operations using the 
documents you created in projects 1, 2, and 3, to begin extracting 
and imagining abstract but inhabitable form on your selected 
site. Consider the scale of a person, people of different sizes 
and with different mobility types, of groups of people. Consider 
movement. Consider spatial relationships to nearby features of 
your block.

Step 3:
Render two views of each digital model, likely showing opposite 
sides/areas of your model to capture its entirety as best as 
possible. Use simple rendering techniques, template here. 

A B C

Image credits:

A. Peter Eisenman, House IV (Rotation, Layering), 1999. 
B. Ben Nicholson, Going Walkabout, 2008. More info here. 
C. Ben Nicholson, Going Walkabout, 2008. More info here. 

Possible approaches to deploy, per source, to achieve 3 
unique models: 

3 different elements: i.e. Line, Surface, Volume 
(see the Rhino modeling tutorial by Nikole Bouchard)

3 different operations: i.e. Cut, Fold, Extrude
(see Rhino commands/operations on previous page)

3 different qualities: i.e. Soft, Sharp, Round

3 different Oulipian techniques: translated/interpreted into 
architectural methods
(see list of Oulipian methods)

or, another method of your choosing! Be creative!

You may vary the geometry selected from any given source to 
produce the 3 different models, though each set should have a 
clear narrative about how they relate to one another as a set!
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Assignment Objectives:
• Refine and improve 3d digital modeling skills using Rhino
• Develop techniques for simple, quick rendering as a method 

of comparing many distinct outputs (12 models each)
• Develop an understanding of the diference between 3d 

projection types, specificially parallel projection verus 
perspective view.

• Implement and articulate a series of clear, coherent, and 
refined design strategies and design operations to create 
3d form

Useful references / resources:
Project 4 is much less prescriptive than the first three projects, 
you are beginning to proceed in a self-guided, and self-oriented 
way. As such, please take the time to read, watch, explore ALL 
resources provided to you. They will not give you the answers, 
but they will equip you with many possible means and methods 
for exploring architectural form. 

Read: Michael Leong, “Rats Who Build Their Labyrinth: Oulipo 
in the 21st Century.”
Read: Jean Lescure, Brief History of the Oulipo. Also on Canvas.
Read: Lauren Elkin and Scott Esposito, “An Attempt at Exhausting 
a Movement.”
Read: Language is a Virus, “Creative Writing Techniques: Oulipo”
Read: Raymond Queneau, Exercises in Style, excerpt translated 
by Umberto Eco. Also on Canvas.
Read: Georges Perec, Brief Notes on the Art and Manner of 
Arranging One’s Books. Also on Canvas.
Read: Alice Gray Read, OuLiPo, Architecture, and the Practice of 
Creative Constraint. Also on Canvas.
Read: Italo Calvino, How I Wrote One Of My Books. Also on 
Canvas.
Read: Roger Clark and Michael Pause, Precedents in 
Architecture: Analytic Diagrams, Formative Ideas and Partis. 
Also on Canvas.
Watch: Merce Cunningham, on collaborating with Jasper Johns 

A B C

Image credits:
A. WOJR, Totems, Installation at Zoellner Arts Center, Bethlehem, PA, 
2012. More info here. 
B. WOJR, Totems, 2012. More info here. 
C. WOJR, Totems, 2012. More info here. 

and Marcel Duchamp. 
Help: Rhino Command List and Information
Help: Rhino Cheat Sheet
Help: Rhino Aliases from Lindsey
Help: LinkedIn Learning, tutorial library
Tutorial: Digital Modeling in Rhino and Abstract Thinking, with 
Nikole Bouchard.
Tutorial: Rhino Modeling Tutorial with YSOA Students
Youtube Tutorial: Abstract Rhino Modeling + Rendering
Render Presets: Template and guidelines for P.04
Examples: Examples and reference for P.04 from Nikole
All recordings of the project introduction and corresponding 
workshops and tutorials will be posted to CANVAS.

A note on design operations
Please revisit the list of 2d Rhino commands provided to you 
in P.01. In addition, here are a non-exhaustive list of 3d Rhino 
commands and operations to experiment with in P.04. In 
parentheses are the aliases used in Lindsey’s Rhino Alias list, 
if you’ve decided to import that into Rhino. In Rhino, open 
the “Surface”, “Solid”, and “Transform” toolbars to access an 
abundance of commands to experiment with.

Edit 2D geometry: 
‘CurveBoolean’ (CB)
‘Trim’ (TR)
‘Extend’ (EX)
‘Split’ (S)
‘Array’
‘PolarArray’
‘ArrayCrv’
‘Offset’ (O)
‘Flow’
‘Fillet’ (F)
‘TweenCurves’
‘Mirror’ (MI)

Create 3D geometry:
‘Box’ 
‘Sphere’
‘Cylinder’
‘Extrude’
‘BooleanUnion’ (BU)
‘BooleanDifference’ (BD)
‘ExtrudeCurve’ (EC)
‘PlanarSrf ’ (PS)
‘SrfPt’
‘Pipe’
‘Loft’
‘Sweep’
 

Edit 3D geometry:
‘MoveFace’ (MF)
‘MoveEdge’ (ME)
‘Scale’ (SC) 
‘Scale 1D’ (S1)
‘Scale 2D’ (S2)
‘PointsOn’ (P)
‘Rotate3D’ (R3)
‘FilletCorners’
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Deliverables:
Due Friday, October 8 @ 1:30pm to MIRO. 

No Canvas upload until Fri. October 29. 

You will print these images for Review #2 on Wed. October 27. 
Please ask your section faculty what they would like you to print 
for desk crits on Mon. October 4 and Wed. October 6.

(3) Digital 3d models, Source: found artifact drawings
• This will require you to photograph, import, and CAREFULLY 

trace elements from your hand drawings in Rhino (using 
‘Picture’ command). This is a good opportunity to practice 
bringing the same level of detail and care to digital drafting 
as you did to hand drafting. Don’t let the computer tools 
water down the work you’ve done.

• 2 renderings per model, 6 total
• 10x10” @ 300 DPI each
(3) Digital 3d models, Source: building elevation drawing
• 2 renderings per model, 6 total
• 10x10” @ 300 DPI each
(3) Digital 3d models, Source: abstract drawings
• 2 renderings per model, 6 total
• 10x10” @ 300 DPI each
(3) Hybridized digital 3d models, Source: combined/edited 
elements from the 9 digital models you already made
• 2 renderings per model, 6 total
• 10x10” @ 300 DPI each

To be clear: 

24 total images due for P.04. The rendering style for all images 
should be SIMPLE, use the template provided here (also on 
Canvas). All renderings should be taken in PARALLEL view 
(NOT perspective). You may use a strict isometric view (NW, NE, 
SW, SE) or you may establish a custom parallel view that best 
captures the entirety of your model.

A B C

Image credits:

A. John Hejduk, Victims, 1984. More info here. 
B. John Hejduk, Victims, 1984. More info here.
C. John Hejduk, Maquettes.

A note on iteration: 

Iteration is a fundamental and requisite skill to learn as an 
designer or architect. An assignment, a commission, an idea, is 
never “one and done.” The best work goes through many rounds 
of editing, producing, receiving feedback, editing out options, 
making changes, and sometimes beginning again to refine your 
ideas and designs. This project is set up for you to begin working 
with that mindset. There are 24 images due for project 4 to help 
facilitate working quickly and testing many options. Narrowing 
down your best models and images will require that you initially 
produce MORE than the required amount. At the very least, you 
should have a first draft of the full set of deliverables prepared 
for Monday, Oct. 4 in order to get ample feedback during desk 
crits. Let this help you make fast and decisive choices to test. 
More is not always more, and quality is far more important than 
quantity, but it’s necessary to practice iterative design.
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P.07a
140 Curiosity Cabinets for Milwaukee

Conceptualize & Iterate

Project Description and 
Objectives:

The first portion of your fin
al project is titled ‘concept

ualize and 

iterate’. Here is where you
 must first look back, before

 moving 

forward. Reflect on all six 
assignments you have completed so 

far. Think about the 3 wal
ks you took yourself back

 in P.01 and 

the corresponding abstrac
t drawings, think about ou

r 140 block 

walk and your assigned 
block’s particularities and

 buildings, 

think about your found ob
ject study and what you d

iscovered 

in its ordinariness, think 
about how you took your

 own work 

and manipulated it according to
 self-assigned parameters and 

design operations to crea
te 3d form, think about the various 

methods of making study models and what spatial effe
cts each 

material/method created, think abou
t the process of drawing 

measured drawings throug
h the forms you had created to 

create architectural space
. 

In this process, where we
re you most successful? Which steps 

and methods were most fruitful in generating 
spatial ideas? 

What are the most important aspects of your sit
e that you’d like 

to engage with? In design
ing an inhabitable structu

re on your 

block, who are you desig
ning for? What constraints already 

exist on your site? What constraints do you wa
nt to introduce? 

What constraints can you p
ush back on, ignore completely, or 

propose an alternative to
? What formal explorations seemed 

most exciting? Did an idea o
r method or output get left be

hind 

that you want to return to 
for further exploration?

In this portion, you will a
ssemble your architectural mise-en-

place in the form of a conceptual (digital o
r physical) exquisite 

corpse collage. Taking you
r best and most promising elements 

from P.01-P.06, bring these images into Photoshop, cut t
hem out, 

arrange them, assemble and compose them into a coherent 

and intentional whole. Th
is can be done intuitively,

 but should 

be precise and well-crafte
d.

Once your collage is assem
bled, begin the process of d

eveloping 

a Curiosity Cabinet, or Arc
hitectural Folly, for your sit

e. Combine 

the methods of working by hand
, digitally, in 2D, in 3D. Itera

te on 

your forms, creating sets/versions li
ke you did in P.04. Begin t

o 

draw/dimension these physical and
 digital models by drawing 

simple sets of orthographic d
rawings (plans and sectio

ns).

Useful references / reso
urces:

Read: The Chicago Imagists, Interactive Platform

Read: Beth Weinstein, “The Collaborat
ive Legacy of Merce 

Cunningham,” in Places Journal, 2011.

Watch: Merce Cunningham, on collaborating with Jas
per Johns 

and Marcel Duchamp. 

Watch: Merce Cunningham, Walkaround Time. Excerpt here. 

Output / Deliverables:

Complete by Friday, November 5 @ 1:30pm, upload to MIRO.  

(No Canvas upload until T
uesday, November 23 @ 11:59PM.)

(1) Mise-en-place-exquisite-cor
pse collage

• 11x17” - made digitally or by-hand

(x) Sketches
(3+) Physical study models** (like P.05)

• Use easy, workable, cheap
 materials

(3+) Digital study models**

• Simply rendered (like P.04)

• Modeled at REAL-WORLD dimensions

(2+) Conceptual orthograp
hic drawing sets

• Drafted by hand or in CAD
/Rhino

• Measured and precise, but s
imple plans and sections

**Both your physical an
d digital models should begin to 

show elements/portions of your SIT
E (i.e. adjacent buildings,

 

sidewalks, curb cuts, to
pography). Remember your site is 

3-dimensional (above and belo
w the ground line), not ju

st a 

2-dimensional surface/boundar
y.

Image credits:
A. Marcel Duchamp, The Large Glass, 1915-19

23. More info. 

B. Barbara Rossi, El Sombrero, 1982. More info.

C. Barbara Rossi, Black Ro
ck Top, 1982. More info.

B
C

A
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Useful references / resources:
Read: Artist Thomas Demand Interview, Financial Times
Read: Anthony di Mari, Operative Design: A Catalog of Spatial 
Verbs, 2013. 
Examples: Tumblr - Achitecture model examples and inspiration
Examples: RNDRD - Index of architecture models
Examples: Collection d’Architectures - Model examples
Examples: Divisare - Architectural models (*free to subscribe as 
student/teacher)
Tutorial: 30x40 Workshop, Architecture Model Making Playlist
Tutorial: Model photography / lighting tricks I
Tutorial: Model photography / lighting tricks II
Tutorial: Model photography / lighting tricks III

All recordings of the project introduction and corresponding 
workshops and tutorials will be posted to CANVAS.
 
General model-making tips:
• Model your model in Rhino using the actual dimensions of your 

materials. Avoid surprises later down the line.
• With paper and foam core models use tacky glue or white glue 

with small pieces of drafting tape to hold the seams closed while 
they dry.

• Change your knife blade often. Always cut with a sharp knife (for 
safety, and for clean edges)

• Modeling blocks and squares are a very good investment and 
you’ll have them forever.

• Never spray paint styrofoam (it will dissolve) unless you’re using a 
particular spray paint compatible with polystyrene.

• There’s no spray painting at SARUP, but if you have somewhere at 
home to spray outside: Montana Black WhiteOut is the best white 
spray paint. White spray gesso is also great. 

• Modeling curved walls and objects is HARD but not impossible. 
Be strategic in how they are modeled.

• Always consider the base of your model. How will you carry it? 
What will it sit on in order to be sturdy and transportable. Don’t 
just accept flat ground by default!

• Eliminate burn marks from the laser cutter unless they are 
intentional. Paint, gesso, sand, or spray paint to hide them.

A B C

Image credits:
A. Pelletier de Fontenay, Invariation 02, 2010. More info. 
(foamcore)
B. Pelletier de Fontenay, Invariation 02, 2010. More info. 
(museum board)
C. Pelletier de Fontenay, Invariation 02, 2010. More info. 
(museum board)

Non-exhaustive list of possible model-making materials:

Sheet materials:
Museum board (sold in RP lab)
Bristol board
Chipboard (sold in RP lab)
Foamcore (sold in RP lab)
Plexiglass (sold in RP lab)
Mirror (glass or plexi)
Cork
Basswood (laser cut)
Birch plywood (laser cut)
Balsawood (can be hand-cut)

Casting/Sculpting materials:
Rockite (hardware store)
Plaster (hardware store)
Clay
Found objects (thrift store, dollar store, convenience store, etc.) - consider painting
Trash - consider painting
Foam/Insulation (pink, blue, or white)
Expanding spray foam

Linear materials:
Linears - styrene plastic
Linears - Plastruct plastic
Linears - basswood
String/Thread/Wire

Tools:
Wood linears cutter
Plastic linears cutter
Clay/ceramics tools
Modeling blocks (a fantastic investment!!!)
Squares
Tweezers
Foam wire cutter
Plastruct Plastic Weld (for use with plexi/plastic)
Tacky glue / White glue 
Super glue
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P.07b
140 Curiosity Cabinets for Milwaukee

Organize & Systematize

Project Description and 
Objectives:

The second portion of y
our final project is titled

 ‘organize 

and systematize’. Here you will take 
the concepts, ideas, and 

aspirations studied and d
eveloped in part one and

 begin to 

refine and clarify them, and make them more legible. 

The iteration process co
ntinues through this pha

se of the 

project, and begins to ar
ticulate a higher level of 

detail and 

refinement. Your Curiosity Cabine
t / Folly should acquire o

ne, 

or multiple, organizing princip
les, elements, grids, or forms. 

Think about how to syste
matize your design agenda

, making 

intentional steps and ch
oices that are legible be

yond one’s 

own tastes, intuitions, and
 compositional choices. Think 

about 

establishing clear relation
ships between enclosure, 

degrees of 

interiority, structure, sequ
ence, solid/void, degree 

of privacy, 

use, regulating lines, etc. I
n this stage, you will learn

 to diagram 

your project, create 3D 
drawings in isometric/axonometric 

projection, and refine your
 orthographic drawings an

d physical 

models. 

Useful references / reso
urces:

Read: Julia McMorrough, Drawing for Archi
tects, “Ch.1 Projection 

Types,” 11-94.
Read: Roger Clark & Michael Pause, Precedents i

n Architecture,  

“Analytic Ideas, Formative Ideas, and Partis.” 

Read: Robert Venturi, “The
 Inside and the Outside.”

Help: Making Axonometric Drawings in Rhino

Help: References and Exa
mples of Axo/Iso/Exploded 

Drawings 

(c/o Nikole Bouchard) 

Help: References and Ex
amples of Architecture Models (c/o 

Nikole Bouchard)
Help: Graphic Resource

s for students (colors, 
entourage, 

printing, graphic design, p
roject references, typeface

, etc.)

Help: Diagramming Presentation (c/o Kyle
 Reynolds)

Help: Understanding Diag
rams - Archisoup

Help: Taxonomy of Architectural Diagram
s, ed. Kyle Chaplin.

Help: Diagram references. More references. More references. 

Output / Deliverables:

Complete by Friday, November 12 @ 1:30pm, upload to MIRO.  

(No Canvas upload until T
uesday, November 23 @ 11:59PM.)

(3) Diagrams
• 1 - Concept + Form

• 2 - Structure + Organizatio
n

• 3 - Circulation + Use

• Drafted by hand (they will
 be drafted in CAD later)

• Consider whether these d
iagrams should be planimetric, 

sectional, isometric, etc. See diagram resources for help.

(1) Isometric drawing of digital model (or axnometric)

• Assembled or exploded

• Using Rhino isometric views + Make2D

(2) Physical models**

• Use 2 different materials/methods (refer back to P
.05 

categories)
(1) Refined orthographic d

rawing set**

• Drafted in CAD/Rhino

• 2 plans + 2 sections

**Both your physical models and orthographic dr
awings should 

begin to show elements/portions of your SIT
E (i.e. adjacent 

buildings, sidewalks, curb
 cuts, topography). Remember your 

site is 3-dimensional (above and belo
w the ground line), not 

just a 2-dimensional surface/boundar
y.

Image credits:
A. Jasper Johns, set elements from Walkaround Time, 1968. More info. 

B. Diller Scofidio + Renfro,
 Withdrawing Room, 1987. More info.

C. Diller Scofidio + Renfro
, Withdrawing Room, 1987. More info.

B
C

A
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P.07c
140 Curiosity Cabinets for Milwaukee

Articulate & Animate

Project Description and 
Objectives:

The third and final portion 
of your final project is titled

 ‘articulate 

and animate’. Here you will further re
fine and finalize your desig

n 

decisions and bring your 
project to life. The iteratio

n process 

continues through this ph
ase of the project as you

 begin to 

consider specific spatial
 moments within your inhabit

able 

Curiosity Cabinet.

In this stage, you will le
arn to create diagrams using CAD/

Rhino + Illustrator/Photo
shop, make carefully constructe

d 

2-point perspective views/
collages, and draft popula

ted interior 

elevations that allow view
ers to situate themselves within your 

design. You will continue 
to refine your orthographi

c drawings 

and physical models to reflect the latest 
design for your site’s 

folly.

Useful references / reso
urces:

Read: Samuel Medina, “Why Architectural Collage Is
 Important 

to These Three Chicago A
rchitecture Biennial Partic

ipants,” in 

Metropolis. 
Examples: Collection d’Architec

tures: Images

**Refer back to all previou
s resources from P.01-P.07

Output / Deliverables:

Complete by Review #3, Monday, November 22 @ 1:30pm.

Upload to Canvas by Tues
day, November 23 @ 11:59PM.

(3) Diagrams
• 1 - Concept + Form

• 2 - Structure + Organizatio
n

• 3 - Circulation + Use

• Drafted in CAD/Rhino/AI/
PSD

(1) Isometric/Axonometric drawing of digital model

• Assembled or exploded

• Using Rhino isometric views + Make2D + Illustrator

(1) Physical model

• Scale: TBC
• With site context

(1) Orthographic drawing s
et

• Scale: TBC (consider plott
ed layout)

• Drafted in CAD/Rhino

• 1 site plan
• 2 plans (minimum)

• 2 sections (minimum)

(1) Photoshop collage

• Suggestions: 

•  Elevational, 2-point perspe
ctive, centered,symmetrical 

• Interior or exterior view

(1) OPTIONAL: Interior ele
vation drawing

• Documenting curated objects, ite
ms, activities

Note: These are the de
liverables that are expec

ted to be 

complete and/or in-progress 
at Review #3, on Nov. 22

. Final 

deliverables for the projec
t, which you will present a

t the Final 

Review, on Dec. 8 are very
 similar, you will be given a com

plete 

and final list of deliverable
s by Nov. 23, ahead of Tha

nksgiving 

Break.

Image credits:
A. Merce Cunningham, Charles Atlas, Walkaround Time, 1968. More info. 

B. Diller Scofidio + Renfro,
 Withdrawing Room, 1987. More info.

C. Diller Scofidio + Renfro
, Withdrawing Room, 1987. More info.

B
C

A
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Consider the following questions as you further develop your 
design ideas through the generative act of drawing:

LAYERING+VOLUME: 
How many volumes is your re-interpreted model made of? 
Are volumes clearly defined or do they suggest porosity and 
extension into the site? Are the edges of volumes coplanar or 
misaligned to emphasize layering?

SURFACE: 
Are surfaces designed to suggest continuity
and seamlessness, or difference and separation? Are they
thick assemblies of parts and materials, thin surfaces, shells?

APERTURE+SEQUENCE: 
Are neighboring spaces juxtaposed through framing, or 
integrated through similarity and connection? What are the 
sectional relationships between spaces within and outside of 
the re-interpreted model? How does one access the interior? 
How does one move between various spaces contained within 
and between multiple levels?

MATERIALITY+TECTONICS: 
What material and textural qualities does your architecture 
impart? Are elements thin vs. thick, smooth vs. rough, 
transparent vs. opaque, artificial vs. natural, etc.?

As you develop your set of carefully constructed and detailed 
drawing documents, some terms to consider are:

B C

Assignment Objectives:
• Advance digital drafting skills, particularly making cut plans and cut 

sections (in addition to elevation drawings as practiced in P.02)
• Learn to use drawing as a design technique, not merely a documentation 

tool.
• Draft in CAD/Rhino using layer and lineweight organization
• Continue to refine physical model-making skills, incorporating at least 2 

materials into a single model.

Deliverables:
Due Friday, October 22 @ 1:30pm to MIRO.  
(No Canvas upload until Fri. October 29.)

Part I
(1) Simple orthographic drawing set of chosen Model A
• Minimum 3 drawings: 1 plan, 2 sections OR 2 plans, 1 section**
• Sketched first; then drafted in CAD or Rhino
(1) Simple orthographic drawing set of chosen Model B
• Minimum 3 drawings: 1 plan, 2 sections OR 2 plans, 1 section**
• Sketched first; then drafted in CAD or Rhino
• **If model is solid because it is cast, you should draw serial contour plans 

and sections. This means MORE than 3 drawings. Talk with your instructor 
about how many profiles are needed to fully document and understand 
your form. Likely a minimum of 6-8 serial cuts in any projection plane with 
formal variation, plus 1-2 in the other projection plane.

Part II
(1) Developed & re-interpreted orthographic drawing set
• Choose either A or B
• Minimum 3 drawings: 1 plan, 2 sections OR 2 plans, 1 section
• Laid out on a single 24x36” page (or slightly altered page size depending 

on your project - consult with your instructor).
• Scale: depends on your lot size. Try 1/2”=1’0,” 1/4”=1-0’ or 3/8”=1’-0”. 
• Orthographic drawings should include 4+ lineweights (heavy, medium, 

light, x-light), and 4 linetypes (solid, hidden dashed lines, dotted 
construction lines, dash-dot-dash lot line, etc.).

• No tone. No color. Only a variation of line weights + line types.
• Carefully considered page composition/part-to-whole.
(1) Developed physical model (either A or B)
• Minimum 2 materials
• Scale: depends on your lot size.
• Photographed - min. 4 photos

Image credits:
A-B-C. Andres Camacho, Kandor, 2017.

A

Site Context
Hierarchy
Orientation
Order
Interior vs. Exterior
Solid vs. Void

Entry vs. Exit
Sequence
Movement + Circulation
Edge Conditions
Apertures + Openings
Thresholds

Views to vs. Views from
Light
Materiality
Systems
Container
Ground Condition
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P.04
Oulipian Objects

A

Project Description:

The act of injecting architecture, as a process, into the 
equation of proceeding from initial idea to final artifact, is by 
nature an act of complicating the process. We have tried-and-
true building methods, elaborately written local, state, and 
international codes and zoning directives, and independent 
experts in every trade that architecture stitches together into 
final form. Oftentimes, the output of architecture is marketed as 
the efficient solution, the best possible proposal for a given set 
of project parameters. But we should acknowledge our role in 
complicating the process, and take on that responsibility with 
care and morality. From an environmental perspective, to not 
build is the best solution. From a client budget perspective, to 
not hire an architect is the best solution. From a building safety 
perspective, licensed structural and MEP engineers and local 
building departments have the tools and expertise to ensure 
built form is safe and inhabitable. But architects continue 
to craft our built world, make decisions about how space 
is apportioned, and ultimately affect the way humans (and 
animals, and organisms) are able to live, move, and thrive in the 
world. There is nothing apolitical about architecture. We know 
architecture adds value, establishes a stance on how we should 
create spaces and places, and has its hands in almost every 
facet of everyday life: housing, access, movement, education, 
health, economics, etc. The role of the architect is to inject these 
dimensions into built form, designing for beauty and wonder, 
but also for the social, cultural, economic, environmental, and 
political imperatives of the 21st century. We can, and we must 
inject architecture into the process. But how?

In project 4, we will take cues from the avant-garde writing 
movement known as the Oulipo, in order to transition from 
the documentation processes and skills you acquired in the 
first three projects, into the realm of design, creative decision-
making, and 3d spatial expression. The Oulipo (short for Ouvroir 
de littérature potentielle, or workshop for potential literature), 

B C

was founded in 1960 in France by an inter-disciplinary duo 
Raymond Queneau, a surrealist writer,  and François Le 
Lionnais, a mathematician and engineer. Over many decades, 
they would come to be known for their constraint-based 
approach to writing, deploying various techniques to constrain 
and sculpt their writing to achieve creative (sometimes absurd, 
sometimes profound) results. You will extract this literary way of 
working in order to begin making abstract, 3-dimensional, and 
architectural form and space. The outcome will be 12 distinct 
digital 3-dimensional models constructed in Rhino, and 24 
rendererd images of those models (2 per model).

The goal of giving yourself constraints is not to corner your 
work into mathematically arbitrary absurdism, but to focus 
your intention, and devise a conceptual, formal, and/or 
representational framework for proceeding through the murky 
waters of the design process. Introducing clear constraints 
for yourself while designing can help you in answering the 
following set of essential design questions: What is this project 
about? What is its focus, or thesis? How can I productively 
bracket the scope of the project to allow for thorough and 
careful engagement with certain parameters? What questions 
does this project elicit? How do I propose taking a stance or 
answering those questions? What is at stake in this project - 
for humans, for land, for the environment? For whom are you 
orienting this project, and why? How can I inject multiple levels, 
or scales, of meaning, value, and invention in my work?
These are questions to be asking yourself at every step of the 
creative design process.

Image credits:

A. Jacqueline Lamba, Andre Breton, Yves Tanguy, Jannette Tanguy, 
Cadavre Equis, 1938.
B. Jennifer Bonner, Hanif Kara & Harvard GSD students, Mass Timber 
and the Scandinavian Effect, 2020. More info here. 
C. Jennifer Bonner, Hanif Kara & Harvard GSD students, Mass Timber 
and the Scandinavian Effect, 2020. More info here. 
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(1) Photographic elevation
• Scale: 1/16”  = 1’-0”  (that means, for example, if a building is 16’ tall in real life, it wi

ll be 1” tall on your unrolled elevation, if a
 

building is 32’ tall, it will be 2” tall on you
r unrolled elevation. Each 1/16th of an inc

h on your paper equals 1 foot in the real 

world.
• You may choose EITHER side of the assigned b

lock to make your photo elevation, you do not nee
d to do both.

• Laid out/printed on 11x17” page(s).

• Because each assigned block varies in le
ngth, some students will need to print multiple 11x17” landscape pages to fit the w

hole 

photographic elevation. Do not “fit to siz
e” when printing in order to fit on a singl

e sheet, tile multiple sheets as needed to 

assemble side by side. You may also print on the roll plotters instead o
f 11x17s if you wish.

• Align the base of your building elevation
s to 3” above the bottom of the paper to allow for consistency an

d alignment across 

the studios.
• Use 12 point font to write your name, your instructor’s name, your street and cross streets in the up

per left corner of each 

page.

(1) Abstract spatial quality drawing (of th
e 140 block walk)

• Scale: ANY or NOT TO SCALE

• Laid out/printed on 11x17” page (can be l
andscape if need be).

• Use 12 point font to write your name and your instructor’s name in the upper left corner of the page.

(1) Detailed elevation of a single building
 on your block

• Scale: WILL DEPEND ON THE SIZE OF YOUR CH
OSEN BUILDING, CONSULT WITH FACULTY / TA / SI

 For typical residential building: 1/4” = 1’-0
” 

 For larger commercial/industrial building: 1/8” = 1’-0”

 For very small building/shed/storefront: 1/2” = 1’-0”

• Laid out/printed on 8.5x11” page.

• Use 12 point font to write your name, your instructor’s name, and your building address in the uppe
r left corner of the page.

(1) Collected object (save for use in P.03)

• The object may be found on the walk, purchased duri
ng or after the work, or selected after the

 walk based on some 

observation from the walk. The object should SOMEHOW relate to the walk as a whole, or something pertinent to your 

assigned block/buildings. Some examples:

 There’s a dollar store on your assigned b
lock, so you go purchase a unique objec

t from the store.

 There’s a shoe repair store on your block
, so you select one of your own shoes fro

m home after the walk.

 You find a baby rattle on the sidewalk th
at was dropped and left behind and dec

ide to take it home with you.

• The object must be obviously 3-dimensional (avoid flat objects). 

• The object must have at least some geometric complexity (it cannot be a straight extrusion,
 it must be unique from 3 sides - 

top, front, side).
• The object should be small enough to carry easily, but large enou

gh to study in detail (something hand-held is good).

• DO NOT remove anything from a property along the walk. Objects that 
are clearly detritus on the sidewalk/stree

t are 

acceptable but otherwise do take anythi
ng that does not belong to you.

11”

11”

11”

17”

17”

8.5”

17”

3”
base of 
building datum

*Student Name
Instructor Name
Street [Cross Street X, Cross Street Y]

(*12 point font)

*Student Name
Instructor Name
(*12 point font)

*Student Name
Instructor Name
Building Address
(*12 point font)

*Student Name
Instructor Name
Street [Cross Street X, Cross Street Y]

(*12 point font)

Elaborated Deliverables:
Due Friday, September 17 @ 1:30pm

Elaborated Deliverables:
Due Friday, September 17 @ 1:30pm
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Elaborated Deliverables:
Due Friday, September 17 @ 1:30pm

(1) 140 Block Group Walk
• Completed during 2 studio sessions - Monday 9/13 & Wednesday 9/15

• Route boundary: 
 WEST: 35th Street

 EAST: 27th Street
 NORTH: Hampton Avenue

 SOUTH: Howard Avenue 

• Itinerary for Monday 9/13:

 Meet at SARUP courtyard at 1:30pm SHARP (please arrive 15 minutes early at 1:15pm if possible)

 Paired walking studios:

  Lindsey & Debbie (start at 27th St & Lisb
on Ave; walk NORTH) - counterclockwis

e

  Gabby & Amanda (start at 27th St & Lisbon Ave; walk
 SOUTH) - clockwise

  Leeann & Mania (start at 35th St & Wells St; walk SOUTH) - counterclockwise

  Kate & Qianqian (start at 35th St & Wells St; walk NORTH) - clockwise

• Itinerary for Wednesday 9/15

 Meeting place determined by each section faculty

 Paired walking studios:

  Lindsey & Debbie (start wherever you co
ncluded on Monday, try to complete walk)

  Gabby & Amanda (start wherever you concluded on 
Monday, try to complete walk)

  Leeann & Mania (start wherever you concluded on M
onday, try to complete walk)

  Kate & Qianqian (start wherever you con
cluded on Monday, try to complete walk)

• Bus routes to utilize:
 RED Bus: runs East-West from UWM Campus on Capitol Dr

 #66 Bus: runs East-West from UWM Campus on Burleigh St

 #22 Bus: runs East-West from UWM Campus on Center St

 #21 Bus: runs East-West from UWM Campus on North Ave

 #30 Bus: runs East-West from UWM Campus on Wisconsin Ave

 PURPLE Bus: runs North-South on 27th 
St

 #35 Bus: runs North-South on 35th St

 
 For more info on MKE buses, see here.

 

All assigned block(s) and section itinera
ries are elaborated in the Google Sheet, 

see here.
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P.01
Moving Together

A

Project Description:

“Walking shares with making and working that crucial element 

of engagement of the body and the mind with the world, of 

knowing the world through the body an
d the body through the 

world. “ 

--Rebecca Solnit, Wanderlust: A History of Walking, 29.

 Where to begin an architectural educatio
n, a design 

education? While architecture often sources ideas and 

inspiration from esoteric origins, the tools and beginning
s for a 

design project are all around you and rig
ht in front of you, in the 

everyday mundanities of our lives and in the most fundamental 

human actions. We will begin with walking.

 For this project, you will embark to take several 2-hour 

walks between Friday 9/3 and Tuesday
 9/7. You must take at 

least 3 walks to document.  You may walk wherever you like, 

but each walk should be unique, cover
ing some new ground 

in Milwaukee. You are encouraged to walk
 with a friend, a 

classmate, a roommate, a family member, or as a group. You 

may walk alone, though this may not be an option for some 

students. All students should begin to e
stablish mindfulness of 

the discomfort experienced by many people moving through 

our contemporary world, depending on their rac
e, gender 

expression, religion, sexuality, or experie
nces. If injury or ability 

prevents you from being able to walk, you may drive, bike, or 

ride the bus. Please communicate with your instructor.

 During and after each walk, you will complete a travel log 

that documents your journey, along with observatio
ns, photos, 

and ideas. These will form the basis of a series of abstract digital 

drawings. Drawing, in its many forms, is a fundamental skill in 

architecture. Sometimes we draw by hand, sometimes on the 

computer, sometimes descriptively, sometimes abstractly. We 

will begin with LOOSE drawing: abstract
, conceptual, bold, and 

expressive drawing, using just lines, and
 minimal fill (optional). 

You will begin by creating 3 separate a
bstract drawings, each 

B
C

one somehow documenting, responding to, and representing
 

a QUALITY of your walk (one drawing p
er walk). Qualities you 

may choose to highlight include: path, bou
ndary, color, volume, 

shape, pace, cadence, program, material, plane, orientation, 

level, pattern, texture, mood, physical sensation, etc.

 These drawings are not meant to be literal depictions 

of your walks. Nor are they symbols for the walks. You will use 

notational technique (lineweight, linetyp
e, density, layering) to 

communicate. Avoid the use of large arrows or
 any other literal 

symbols. HAVE FUN, BE PRECISE, EXPERIMENT.

 Once the initial 3 drawings are completed (these should 

be complete by the start of studio Wednesday, September 8), 

you will work to create one final, synthes
ized abstract drawing, 

curating and combining elements and aspects of the 3 walks 

and the 3 articulated qualities.

Deliverables:

Due Friday, September 10 @ 1:30pm

(1) Travel log, complete
• 8.5x11” portrait spreads; Use INDD template for 3 walks

(3) Abstract spatial quality drawings

• 11x17” portrait (can be landscape if need 
be)

(1) Synthesized abstract spatial quality d
rawing 

• 11x17” portrait (can be landscape if need 
be)

Image credits:

A. Daniel Libeskind, Micromegas, 1979.

B. Lucinda Childs, Melody Excerpt, 1977.

C. Lucinda Childs, Melody Excerpt, 1977.
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P.02
140 Blocks

A

Project Description:

“Walking is, in this way, the antithesis of ow
ning. It postulates a 

mobile, empty-handed, shareable experience of the
 land “ 

--Rebecca Solnit, Wanderlust: A History of Walking, 162.

Project 2 is designed to build upon th
e walking experience 

and techniques for looking and drawing
 that you picked up in 

project 1, but scales up to create a massive, collective endeavor. 

Together as a group of 140 students, al
ong with the teaching 

team, we will walk a large, 140 block swat
ch of Milwaukee. 

Putting on our archaeological hats, we
 will strive to look at 

Milwaukee anew, peeling back and unp
acking layers of our 

familiar built environment. Once we have walked, we will 

assemble an exquisite corpse-esque docum
entation of this 

swatch of Milwaukee through a large photographic
 elevation, 

an object taxonomy, a detailed elevation taxonomy, and a 

collection of abstract drawings.  Each st
udent will be assigned 

a segment of the collective walk - roughly 1 or
 2 blocks / 10-

20 buildings. This assigned segment will be the general site on 

which each student sites a ‘curiosity cab
inet’ for movement and 

engagement with objects later on in the semester. 

Complete route here.
Please locate your assigned block(s) her

e.

Assignment Objectives:

• Work together with your peers towar
ds a collective 

endeavor
• Get acquainted/comfortable using Photoshop, Illustrator, 

and Rhino for drafting and photo editing

• Look up from your computer and go out into the world to 

LOOK ACTIVELY. Return to your desk to d
ocument, process, 

analyze. 

B
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Expectations:

An abundance of reference images, resources, and authors are 

provided with this assignment sheet. Additionally, a number of 

tutorials are provided. You are all expec
ted to take advantage 

of these tutorials and seek out additiona
l ones that will help as 

you learn these new softwares. Come prepared to walk for 4 

hours on both 9/13 and 9/15. Bring good
 walking shoes, water, 

snacks, umbrella, camera (phone), sketchbook, pen/pencil, hat
/

sunscreen.

Useful resources:

Youtube Tutorial: Straighten Buildings in 
Photoshop

Youtube Tutorial: Photoshop Tools

Youtube Tutorial: SARUP Spring ‘21 Tutor
ial Playlist

Book: Rebecca Solnit, Wanderlust: A History of Walking (epub)

Deliverables:

Due Friday, September 17 @ 1:30pm

(1) 140 Block Walk
• Completed during 2 studio sessions - 9/13 & 

9/15

(1) Photographic elevation
• Scale: see pg. 5 of PDF

• May choose either side of the assigned blo
ck

(1) Detailed elevation of a single building
 on your block

• Scale: see pg. 5 of PDF

(1) Abstract spatial quality drawing (of th
e 140 block walk)

• 11x17” portrait (can be landscape if need 
be)

(1) Collected object (found, purchased, e
tc)

• Save for use in P.03

Images:

A. Ed Ruscha, Every Building on the Suns
et Strip, 1966.

B. Haas & Hahn, Philly Painting, 2012.

C. Haas & Hahn, Philly Painting, 2012.

Hardwick, Vermont (1969-1970)
House II
PETER EISENMAN

Rome, Italy (2009)
MAXXI Museum of Arts of the XXI Century
ZAHA HADID
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P.05
Model Behavior

Project Description:

In the same way you toggled back and forth between digital and 
manual tools in projects 1, 2, and 3 to draw objects, elevations, 
and abstract drawings in 2d, you will do the same in projects 4, 
5, and 6, in 3d. You have developed four sets of digital models, 
refining your 3d-modeling software skills. Now you will put 
some of these models, or combinations of them, to test and 
explore materiality, tectonics, and structure by making a set 
of hand-made models out of a variety of materials. In addition 
to continuing to explore form, refining your designs from P.04, 
you will begin to develop your craft skills, focusing on careful, 
precise, clean, and detail-oriented model-making. 

Architecture models can be made using a wide variety of 
materials and techniques. Making models can be one of the 
most fun and rewarding components of your architectural 
education and career. Embrace testing out new methods and 
tools with each model. To name a few: Additive processes involve 
you piecing together part-by-part to create a complete whole, 
subtractive processes involve you starting with something 
whole and removing pieces to create void spaces. Casting 
with concrete or plaster will force you to think about container, 
volume, poche, and solid-void relationships as you will have to 
first create a mold of the inverse of your model. Using linear 
elements allows you to emphasize structural organization and 
logics within your design. Assembling sheet material or building 
blocks will ask you to consider plane, surface, and tectonics. 
3d printing will allow you to make exact replicas of detailed, 
difficult-to-model portions of your designs. Laser cutting will 
allow for fast and exact production of sheet model pieces. CNC 
milling will allow you to create smooth, 3-dimensional forms out 
of large stock like foam and wood. The list goes on. 

Use P.05 to advance and test your P.04 digital spaces for your 
chosen site, and most importantly, discover new spatial qualities 
in your work that were not available to you in the computer.

B C

Assignment Objectives:
• Develop and refine physical model-making skills
• Experiment with different materials and techniques in 

order to reveal different spatial aspects of your designs, like 
structure, surface, mass, hierarchy, etc.

• Continue to refine lighting, composition, and photography 
skills from P.01 to document your models in the photo lab.

Deliverables:
Due Friday, October 15 @ 1:30pm to MIRO.  
(No Canvas upload until Fri. October 29.)

(6+) Study models (due Monday, Oct. 11)
• Use easy, workable, cheap materials
(2-3) Models - from sheet materials
• Bristol, museum board, chipboard, plexiglass, wood, etc.
(2-3) Models - from linear materials
• Plastic or wood linears, string, etc.
(2-3) Models - from cast/molded materials
• Rockite, clay, plaster, etc.
(2-3) Models - from found materials
• Miscellaneous objects, trash, etc.

Important additional considerations for your models:
• Approximate recommended size for all models: minimum 5x5x5” 

(not too big, not too small)
• Consider what spatial component you are emphasizing in each 

model (structure, mass, light, material hierarchy, program, etc.). Be 
intentional and selective.

• Limit each model to 1, 2, or 3 materials. Consider whether they 
should appear different, or be painted to look alike.

• Work in sets (apples-apples-apples) as you did in P.04.

Image credits:
A. Bradley Silling, The Grandest Canyon: Trash, 2018. More info. 
(craft modeling clay)
B. Zaha Hadid, MAXXI: Museum of XXI Century Arts, 2009.
(museum board)
C. Peter Eisenman, House II, 1969. 

A
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Assignment Objectives:

• Learn, improve, and hone your architectural hand
-drafting 

skills. 
• Begin to understand the relationship 

- similarities and 

differences - between drafting by hand 
and drafting in the 

computer. 
• Understand the 3-dimensionality of an object through 

2-dimension representation and production.

Useful references / resources:

Required Tools: ARCH 310 Required Materials & Tools

Watch: Artist Song Dong discusses his exh
ibition Waste Not

Read: Pentagram Design, No Waste.

Read: Julia McMorrough, Drawing for Architects.

Read: Dale Kinney, The Concept of Spoli
a.

Read: Andrea Simitch & Val Waarke, The Language of 

Architecture: 26 Principles Every Archite
ct Should Know. 

Help: Presentation on Orthographic Drawings by Nikole 

Bouchard

Recordings of the project introductio
n and corresponding 

workshops and tutorials will be posted t
o CANVAS.

A B
C

Image credits:

A. Mmuseumm, Gallery Photo, New York City. More info here.

B. Robert Therrien, Red Room, 2000.

C. Robert Therrien, Red Room, 2000.

Deliverables:
Due Friday, September 24 @ 1:30pm

(1) Comprehensive Set of Constructed Orthograp
hic Drawings

• Final set drafted on a (minimum size) 18 x 24” page of 1/32” 

museum board (purchased from RP lab, cut to size) 

 Size depends on your object, discuss wi
th faculty/TA/SI

 Portrait OR landscape, design the composition intentionally

• Must include 2+ Plans, 2+ Sections, 2+ Ele
vations

• Hand-drawn (unless otherwise specified
 by your Instructor)

• Use your sketch pad for drafts before tra
nsferring to your final 

museum board page.
• Constructed from close observation, not traced.

• Scale: it is BEST if you can work at 1:1 sc
ale. Consider the size of 

your final drawing set. If your object is to
o small, draw at larger 

than 1:1, if your object is too big, draw at 
smaller than 1:1, discuss 

with faculty/TA/SI 
• Orthographic drawings should include 3

+ Lineweights (heavy, 

medium, light, etc), 2+ Linetypes (solid, dashed, d
otted, etc.), 1+ 

symbol (points, arrows, etc.) 

• No tone. No color. Only a variation of line
 weights + line types.

• Carefully consider the drawing composition/part-to-whole.

• Retain light construction, regulating and
 iterative markings.

• No descriptive labels. Subtle measurement annotations are OK.

(1) ”Documentary” photo series of your artifact

• Minimum 5 photos (plan, side elevation, front elev
ation, oblique, 

detail)
• Must be taken in the SARUP photo lab. Us

e studio lighting.

• Edited in Photoshop as needed

(1) ”De-familiarized” photo series of your artifact

• Minimum 3 photos (zoom-in, light, or abstract your object using 

photography and scale figures to begin 
to see spatial potentials 

in the familiar object.)
• Must be taken in the SARUP photo lab. Us

e studio lighting.

• Edited in Photoshop as needed
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P.06
CUT CUT CUT

Project Description:

Projects 4 and 5 have allowed you to explore form-making 
through the creation of both digital and physical models. You 
have all learned to describe spatial qualities and select different 
tectonic approaches to bring those qualities to life (for example, 
consider the different experience of moving through one of your 
cast models versus through one of your models made from 
linear materials).

Project 6 will ask you to dive deeper into the spaces and forms 
you’ve created by making a series of measured, orthographic 
drawings from your models, and using 2d drafting to continue 
the design process, picking up where modeling left off. This 
toggling between modeling and drawing is fundamental in 
architectural design, and will allow you to refine, refine, refine 
your projects and explorations. Generally, no SINGLE method of 
representation or design can fully capture a spatial exploration 
in its entirety, so we must rely on multiple strategies - modeling, 
drawing, rendering, sketching, photographing, animating, etc. 

In P.05, the scale of your models was left mostly abstract. 
Measured orthographic drawing will allow you to better explore 
and express the forms you’ve created and their relationship 
to one another and to the chosen context on your block - the 
volumetric container of your chosen site. In plan, we will see 
the lot line, as well as general outlines of adjacent buildings 
and features. In section, we will see the ground plane, which 
may be manipulated away from a flat line, as well as the vertical 
lot boundaries and outlines of the heights of adjacent buildings 
and features. 

You have learned to draft in both Rhino/CAD, and by hand. You 
will utilize both skills here, first working by hand to sketch and 
roughly hand draft to understand your 3d models, and then 
working to draft in Rhino/CAD to refine these sketches into 
complete orthographic views. 

B C

Process:

Part I
Of the 4 physical models you made in P.05, you will first select 
2 (with the help of your instructor) that are most rich for further 
exploration. You will develop simple, but precise orthographic 
drawing sets  of these 2 models. This should be mostly complete 
by Monday, 10/18, and fully complete by Wednesday, 10/20.

Part II
From there, you will select 1 of those 2 models, and you will 
create a well-developed orthographic drawing set, imagining 
new spaces, structure, and openings into your form. Your 
original model should be RE-INTERPRETED considering 
architectural scale and form. Finally,  you will make a NEW, 
and further developed physical model that incorporates the 
developments and revisions made through your orthographic 
drawings. This should be in progress on Wednesday, 10/20, 
mostly complete by Friday, 10/22, and fully complete by Review 
#2 on Wednesday, 10/27.

Useful references / resources:
Help: Orthographic Drawing Tutorial: Model->Rhino->Illustrator
Help: P.06 Additional References + Help
Help: Lineweight Guide
Read: Julia McMorrough, Drawing for Architects.
Read: Andrea Simitch & Val Waarke, The Language of 
Architecture: 26 Principles Every Architect Should Know.
Help: Presentation on Orthographic Drawings by Nikole 
Bouchard

Recordings of the project introduction and corresponding 
workshops and tutorials will be posted to CANVAS.

Image credits:
A. Minjeong Ahn, Self Portrait, 2007.
B. Bradley Silling, The Grandest Canyon: Tires, 2018. More info.
C. Bradley Silling, The Grandest Canyon: Tires, 2018. More info.

A
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P.03
Found Artifact

A

Project Description:

“Every time we did the organizing, we always foun
d something 

new, thus a new memory was awakened.“ 

--Song Dong (Waste Not, Carriageworks at the 2013 Sydn
ey Art 

Festival, 2013).

“All lines serve a purpose in drawing. It is
 essential that,

as you draw, you understand what each 
line represents,

whether it be an edge of a plane, a chan
ge in material, or

simply a construction guideline.”

--Francis D. K. Ching

The act of collecting, storing, mending, displaying, and organizing 

objects and items is - much like walking - a fundamental human 

tendency. Usually, an object’s value comes from our relationship 

to it and the memories, ideas, and worth we have assigned
 to it.  

As you all walked 140 blocks for 7 hours t
hrough Milwaukee, you 

assembled a collection of unique and interest
ing artifacts that 

‘tag’ each block along the way. The assoc
iation of each object to 

each student’s specific block may be subjective, but you have 

authored that relationship. 

With this found artifact, P.03 will take up
 the goal of learning 

architectural drafting by hand with th
e drawing tools and 

instruments you have acquired. 140 blocks, 14
0 objects, and 

now 140 sets of graphic descriptions o
f those objects in the 

form of comprehensive drawing sets. 

To begin, put on new, figurative lenses th
at allow you to proceed 

as if you have never seen this object befor
e, or anything quite like 

it. Your objective in this project is to pro
duce a comprehensive 

graphic description of the artifact via p
recisely measured and 

constructed orthographic drawings. C
losely observe your 

artifact to understand its form, space, material, structure and 

details. Carefully consider the under
lying geometries and 

proportional relationships of your artifa
ct. How many parts is 

B
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the artifact composed of? How many lines of symmetry, mirror 

or rotation can be found in its form? Measure your artifact and 

its different components using rulers and scales to con
struct 

a series of meticulously coordinated drawings that d
epict the 

artifact in two dimensions via plans, sections and elevatio
ns. 

Familiarize yourself with each of these proje
ction types using 

the tutorials, PDFs, and readings provide
d to you. 

Construction and regulating lines, refere
ntial systems, iterative

markings, and annotations will help you s
et up and construct 

your drawings. To begin, sketch the entir
e drawing composition 

as a rough thumb-nail sketch in your sketchbook or t
race 

paper to help you establish the extents o
f your drawing and the 

relationships between the orthographic
 views. Depending on 

the size of your object, you may be drawing at 1:1 scale, or you 

may need to scale up (2:1, 3:1, for example), or down (6”=1’-0, or 

half-scale, for example). Discuss this with your faculty/TA/SI
s.

Construct TO SCALE a set of serial p
lans and sections in 

conjunction with elevations to fully desc
ribe your artifact in a

precise, multi-view orthographic composition. Your object 

was required to be unique from 3 views (top, side, front) and 

substantially 3-dimensional. If it is not, select a new artif
act 

to work with. Use annotative line work
 (center points, center 

lines, radii, arcs, axes of symmetry and rotation) to describe the 

construction of the profile geometries. These geometric and 

graphic notations should be comprehensive and clear enough 

for anyone—without seeing the physical object—to reconstruct

a three-dimensional facsimile of your artifact!

Image credits:

A. MacGuffin (Kirsten Algera & Ernst van der
 Hoeven), Finders 

Keepers,  Het Nieuwe Instituut, 2017. More info here. 

B. Song Dong, Waste Not, 2012. More info here. 

C. Nikon, Nikon F3 Dis-assembled.

II. STUDENT AGENCY AND AUTONOMYI.  UPLIFTING THE HISTORICALLY OVERLOOKED
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III. CURRICULAR DEVELOPMENT
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Nominee role:
Collaborators & funding:

Student credit:

Course instructor and coordinator
Coordinated studio had 8 total sections. The other 7 instructors were Debbie 
Chen, Gabby Bustos, Amanda Golemba, Leeann Wacker, Mania Taher, 
Qianqian Liu, and Kate Hamann
Students in the course received university credit

MONO-POLY-DOLLAR: Core I UG Studio
Fall 2021

ARCH 310 at UW-Milwaukee

As part of the first studio for UWM 

undergraduate students, I had the group 

of 140 students cumulatively walk 140 

blocks of Milwaukee (along 27th and 35th 

Streets). We covered 9 miles from north 

to south, covering 19.5 miles total over 7 

hours. Students familiarize themselves 

with their city and experience firsthand the 

vast differences in the built environment 

that exist and reveal layers of difficult 

histories, even while walking in a straight 

line through the city. By asking students to 

leave the comforts of campus, students 

visit overlooked parts of the city and 

learn architecture is everywhere and for 

everyone.

Fall 2021 Course Syllabus

Above:  Course assignments, delivered weekly to 140 
 students across 8 sections
Opposite:  140-block (7-hour) walk itinerary with individual block 
 assignments for each student



 Teaching 

 Garage, Brothel, Home-Office, Bathroom: Gendered Generic  , Solo exhibition at the  Elevator 
 Gallery at the Harvard University Graduate School of Design, Cambridge, MA, March, 2017. A 
 collection of 8 drawings by Lindsey Krug was exhibited. 

 RESEARCH AND PROFESSIONAL AWARDS  [selected] 

 Krug, Lindsey, and Sarah Aziz (SALK). The Architectural League of New York, League Prize 2023: 
 Uncomfortable. Portfolio wins 1st Prize in an annual competition recognizing visionary work by 
 young practitioners. 

 Krug, Lindsey. Association of Collegiate Schools of Architecture (ACSA) and the ACSA College 
 of Distinguished Professors. “Corpus Comunis: precedent, privacy, and the United States 
 Supreme Court, in seven architectural case studies,” receives 2023 ACSA Annual Meeting Best 
 Project Award. 

 Krug, Lindsey. UWM Center for 21st Century Studies. Faculty Research Scholar, 2023-24. 
 Research proposal “Supreme Privacy, no. 30” is awarded a faculty scholar research fellowship 
 and course buyout. 

 Krug, Lindsey with Sarah Aziz. Association of Collegiate Schools of Architecture (ACSA) and the 
 Columbia University Temple Hoyne Buell Center. Course Development Prize in Architecture, 
 Climate Change, and Society, 2022. Course proposal “Mono-Poly-Dollar” wins 1st Place Award 
 of $8,000. 

 Krug, Lindsey with Sarah Aziz. Chicago Architectural Club, Chicago, IL. Chicago Prize 
 Competition, 2021. Design proposal “There’s No Hollywood in the Midwest: The Thompson 
 Center Plays Itself” receives Editor’s Pick. 

 Krug, Lindsey with Sarah Aziz. Ragdale Foundation, Lake Forest, IL. Ragdale Ring Competition, 
 2021. Design proposal “Going Nowhere Fast” receives Honorable Mention. 

 STUDENT SUPERVISION AND ADVISING 

 Student 

 Elisabet Jatmiko 
 Lexie Snyder 

 Ana Hardenberger 
 Sam Bensemann 
 Roe Jing Draus 
 Natalie Campbell 
 SAMPLE Journal 
 NOMAS 

 Evan Johnson 

 Nathan Magee 

 Sarah Lunow 
 Alana Dunne 

 Year 

 2023-24 
 2023 F 
 2023 SU 
 2023 SU 
 2023 F 
 2023 S 
 2022 S 
 2022-24 
 2022-24 
 2022 F 
 2023 F 
 2023 SU 
 2022 F 
 2022 SU 
 2022 F 
 2022 SU 
 2022 F 
 2022 F 

 Course 

 MMRA Grant 
 SURF Grant 

 SURF Grant 
 SURF Grant 
 M.Arch Thesis - Written 
 M.Arch Thesis - Design 
 Student Journal 
 Student Group 
 NOMAS Nat’l Design Competition (Ind. Study) 
 SURF Grant 

 SURF Grant 

 SURF Grant 
 SURF Grant 

 Deg 

 G 
 U 

 U 
 U 
 G 
 G 
 U/G 
 U/G 
 U/G 
 U 

 U 

 U 
 U 

 Role / Notes 

 Advisor / Co-Investigator 
 Advisor / Co-Investigator 

 Advisor / Co-Investigator 
 Advisor / Co-Investigator 
 Co-Advisor 
 Committee Member 
 Advisor 
 Advisor 
 Competition Advisor 
 Advisor / Co-Investigator 

 Advisor / Co-Investigator 

 Advisor / Co-Investigator 
 Advisor / Co-Investigator 

 Jacob Rohan 

 Franziska Burkard 

 Natalie Kuehl 

 Brett Dominguez 

 Destiny Brady 
 Ben Zerrien 

 2022 SU 
 2022 S 
 2021 F 
 2021 SU 
 2022 S 
 2022 S 

 2022 S 
 2021 F 
 2021 SU 
 2022 S 
 2022 S 

 2022 S 
 2022 S 
 2022 S 

 2021 SU 
 2021 S 
 2020 F 
 2021 S 
 2020 F 

 SURF Grant 

 14th Annual UWM UG Research Symposium 
 20th Annual UW-System Symposium for UG 
 Research, Scholarly & Creative Activity 
 SURF Grant 

 14th Annual UWM UG Research Symposium 
 20th Annual UW-System Symposium for UG 
 Research, Scholarly & Creative Activity 
 SURF Grant 
 14th Annual UWM UG Research Symposium 
 20th Annual UW-System Symposium for UG 
 Research, Scholarly & Creative Activity 
 SURF Grant 

 Independent Study 
 SURF Grant 
 SURF Grant 

 U 

 U 
 U 

 U 

 U 
 U 

 U 
 U 
 U 

 U 

 U 
 U 
 U 

 Advisor / Co-Investigator 

 Research Advisor 
 Research Advisor 

 Advisor / Co-Investigator 

 Research Advisor 
 Research Advisor 

 Advisor / Co-Investigator 
 Research Advisor 
 Research Advisor 

 Advisor / Co-Investigator 

 Advisor 
 Advisor / Co-Investigator 
 Advisor / Co-Investigator 

 PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT, IMPLEMENTATION, AND MANAGEMENT  [selected] 

 PROGRAM AND COURSE DEVELOPMENT 

 “Curriculum Junkspace,” Co-PI with Samantha Schuermann. Development and proposal for a 
 5-year B.Arch curriculum. May 2023 - ongoing. 

 Development of new undergraduate B.Arch beginning design sequence with Department Chair 
 Kyle Reynolds, Asst. Professor Alex Timmer, and Asst. Professor Sam Schuermann. The 
 development of course themes, order, content, structure, reading lists, and coordination for the 
 ARCH 100-300 design and representation series. September - May 2023. 

 Development of Arch 283-783 Visualization II. Course development in teaching strategies of 
 representation that encourage digital techniques rooted in the history of architectural media and 
 contemporary discourse around architectural production. Course has ~150 Students, 1 
 Instructor, 3 Teaching Assistants, 3 Credits. Spring 2022/2023/2024. 

 OTHER TEACHING ACTIVITIES  [selected] 

 RECOGNIZED STUDENT WORK 

 SUPERjury: The following are recognitions from the day-long review and celebration of 
 provocative undergraduate and graduate projects in the school. With projects nominated for 
 consideration by both students and faculty, the goal of SUPERjury is to foster self-reflection and 
 stimulate a conversation about the state of architecture within the school and how our work 
 relates to contemporary issues in practice and the world. 

 SUPERjury Distinction (highest honor) 
 Student Alana Dunne, “Un-Sheltered,” from ARCH 650/850 - Fall 2022. Juried by Mariana 
 Ibanez, Reto Geiser, and Jennifer Yoos 

 Coordinator, ARCH 310 (Fall 2021), Developed the content, organized, and coordinated teaching 
 team of 8 faculty members, 1 Teaching Assistant, and 4 Supplemental Instructors to teach the 
 first architectural design studio for undergraduate students. 

 INVOLVEMENT IN STUDENT ACTIVITIES 

 Faculty Advisor, NOMAS (SARUP student organization). 2022-present. 

 Faculty Advisor, SAMPLE Journal (SARUP student organization). 2022-present. 

 Design competition advisor, 2022 NOMA Barbara G. Laurie Student Design Competition. 
 Supported the NOMAS student group in their development of a competition submission over 
 Summer and Fall 2022. 

 Presenter, “Fellow Fallout.” Lecture/Moderated Discussion with Sarah Aziz, and the UWM 
 NOMAS and WiDs Student Groups for Women’s History Event Series 2021, March 12, 2021. 

 Research advisor, 14th Annual UWM Undergraduate Research Symposium, April 29, 2022. 
 Supported the research proposal, report, and presentation by 3 undergraduate students at the 
 symposium. 

 Research advisor, 20th Annual UW-System Symposium for Undergraduate Research, Scholarly, 
 and Creative Activities, hosted by UW-Whitewater, April 22, 2022. Supported the research 
 proposal, report, and presentation by 3 undergraduate students at the symposium. 

 Krug, Lindsey, “Bodies to be Built,” in  SAMPLE  (UWM SARUP student-edited  journal), 2022. 
 Published interview, edited by Jacob Rohan, Natalie Kuehl, Emma Bittner, Destiny Brady & Liam 
 Kolstad. 

 Panel participant, WiDs Fall Portfolio Reviews: 
 December 1, 2022. Reviewed design portfolios for undergraduate and graduate students. 
 November 12, 2021. Reviewed design portfolios for undergraduate and graduate students. 

 GUEST CRITIC INVITATIONS 

 I have been an invited Guest Critic to review and provide critical feedback on student projects at 
 a wide variety of institutions, including: 

 The School of Architecture (TSOA) x Illinois Institute of Technology, Chicago, IL // École 
 Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne School of Architecture, Civil and Environmental 
 Engineering, Lausanne, Switzerland // University of Tennessee-Knoxville College of Architecture 
 + Design, Knoxville, TN. // University of Illinois Urbana-Champaign School of Architecture, 
 Champaign, IL. // Illinois Institute of Technology, Chicago, IL. // Syracuse University School of 
 Architecture, Syracuse, NY. // Yale University, New Haven, CT. // University of Houston Hines 
 College of Architecture and Design, Houston, TX. // Massachusetts Institute of Technology 
 School of Architecture + Planning, Cambridge, MA. // University of Texas-Arlington, College of 
 Architecture, Planning, and Public Affairs, Arlington, TX. // University of Michigan Taubman 
 College of Architecture and Urban Planning, Ann Arbor, MI. // University of Pennsylvania, 
 Philadelphia, PA 
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ADVISING & RESEARCH MENTORSHIP
Spring 2022
Students Franziska Burkard, Natalie Kuehl, and Jacob Rohan present their Dollar General-related at 
the UW-Milwaukee Undergraduate Research Symposium 

Nominee role:
Collaborators & funding:

Student credit:

P.I.
In total, I’ve applied for and received funding for 9 rounds of SURF over 3 
years, securing paid research positions for 13 undergraduate students and 
totaling over $41,000
Student researchers receive $12-14/hour compensation via UWM SURF
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ADVISING & RESEARCH MENTORSHIP
Spring 2022
Students Franziska Burkard, Natalie Kuehl, and Jacob Rohan present their Dollar General-related at 
the UW-system-wide Undergraduate Research Symposium at UW-Whitewater

Nominee role:
Collaborators & funding:

Student credit:

P.I.
In total, I’ve applied for and received funding for 9 rounds of SURF over 3 
years, securing paid research positions for 13 undergraduate students and 
totaling over $41,000
Student researchers receive $12-14/hour compensation via UWM SURF



This content downloaded from 141.211.4.224 on Thu, 15 Nov 2018 22:25:28 UTC
All use subject to https://about.jstor.org/terms
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Michaela Coel, “The James Mactaggart Memorial 
Lecture,”  Presentation at the Edinburgh TV Festival, 
Edinburgh, UK, August 2018.

Rosemarie Garland-Thomson, “Misfits: A Feminist Materialist 
Disability Concept,” Hypatia 26, no. 3, (Summer 2011), 591-609.

Nominee role:
Collaborators & funding:

Student credit:

Course instructor
n/a
Students in the course received university credit

MISFITS: Elective Seminar
Spring 2021

ARCH 533 at UW-Milwaukee Student work by undergraduate student Samuel Quarrie

“The utility of the concept of 
misfit is that it definitively lodges 
injustice and discrimination 
in the materiality of the world 
more than in social attitudes or 
representational practices, even 
while it recognizes their mutually 
constituting entanglement.”
-Rosemarie Garland-Thomson
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(clockwise from upper left) Student work by undergraduate student Emma 
Bittner, graduate student Alessandra Maurtua, undergraduate student Sam-
uel Quarrie, and graduate student Jordan Walia.

MISFITS: Elective Seminar
Spring 2021

ARCH 533 at UW-Milwaukee

Learning from the discipline of critical 

access studies and specifically the work 

of Rosemarie Garland-Thomson, the 

notion of “misfitting” demands that no 

body can be a misfit, but rather, bodies 

are faced with misfitting relationships with 

their surroundings, which puts the onus 

back onto our built world to do more. 

The seminar asked students to take a 

critical eye to multivalent and ongoing 

relationship-forming interactions between 

human bodies and the environments and 

objects that surround them, resulting in 

a final project of editing / re-building / re-

structuring a found piece of furniture.



 As  these  sieves  emerged,  the  committee  was  able  to  tease 
 out  two  layers  of  definition.  One  layer  confronts  the 
 big-picture  issues  facing  contemporary  design  education, 
 while  the  other  clarifies  the  means  and  mechanisms  of 
 disciplinary  deployment.  After  assessing  several  iterations, 
 the  disciplinary  and  organizational  notion  of  “The 
 Commons”  became  the  operative  umbrella  under  which  we 
 would  situate  the  SARUP  curriculum  and  the  ethos  we 
 wish  to  communicate  to  current  and  prospective  students. 
 By  structuring  the  new  curriculum  and  school  ethics 
 around  taxonomies  of  collective  sites  and  efforts,  the 
 working  group  is  advocating  for  an  intersectional, 
 integrated  approach  to  architectural  curriculum.  Overall, 
 we  have  defined  our  process  and  our  proposed  changes 
 as “Commoning the Curriculum.” 

 Charting a new pedagogical path 

 Through  this  process,  three  types  of  outcomes  have 
 emerged.  The  committee  has  outlined  a  set  of  principles 
 and  ethics  to  govern  the  pedagogy,  a  collection  of 
 deployment  tactics  to  articulate  the  goals  of  each 
 semester,  and  a  plan  for  next  steps,  implementation,  and 
 evaluation. 

 Principles and Ethics 

 The  following  principles  and  ethics  are  the  four  core 
 “Commons”  within  which  we  hope  to  situate  the  SARUP 
 community  and  a  SARUP  education.  Using  PLAN,  MAKE, 
 BUILD  as  a  common  starting  point  for  the  SARUP 
 community,  each  of  these  three  tenets  is  redefined,  and  a 
 fourth  is  added.  PLAN  grows  and  adjusts  to  include 
 contemporary  social  issues,  requiring  thoughtfulness 
 around  bodies  in  space,  implicating  race,  gender,  class, 

 and  other  socio-economic  concerns.  MAKE  grows  to 
 include  means  of  production,  implicating  issues  of  labor 
 and  economics.  BUILD  grows  to  include  issues  of  site,  the 
 natural  environment,  and  sustainable  methods  of  design 
 and  construction.  Reflecting  a  missing  piece,  the  fourth 
 tenet  and  ethic  that  has  been  added  is  Aesthetics. 
 Aesthetics  is  a  historical,  theoretical,  and  philosophical 
 framework,  a  system  of  evaluation  implicating  visual  and 
 material  culture.  The  four  Commons  are  further  explicated 
 as follows: 

 The  Social  Commons  (formerly  PLAN):  The  Social 
 Commons  is  a  space  where  people  bring  their  identities, 
 priorities,  and  attitudes  with  an  expectation  to  participate 
 equally  and  be  met  with  generosity.  This  Commons  can 
 only  be  enacted  when  people  of  all  identities  and  origins 
 can  contribute  to  the  construction  of  this  place.  SARUP  is 
 committed  to  confronting  legacies  of  exclusion  in  the 
 profession, the academy, and the built world. 

 The  Economic  Commons  (formerly  MAKE):  The  Economic 
 Commons  is  a  space  where  different  forms  of  production 
 and  exchange  occur.  This  Commons  can  only  be  enacted 
 through  a  shared  understanding  of  the  tools,  skills,  and 
 assets  available  to  architects.  The  Economic  Commons 
 facilitates  awareness  of  contemporary  means  of  production 
 and  requires  them  to  be  respected  and  valued  as  they  are 
 deployed.  SARUP  is  committed  to  uplifting  all  forms  of 
 labor  and  production,  equipping  students  to  critically 
 participate  in  the  local  economy,  and  questioning 
 architecture as a capital commodity. 

 The  Environmental  Commons  (formerly  BUILD):  The 
 Environmental  Commons  encompasses  the  greater 
 networks  of  land,  climate,  natural  resources,  and  human 

 Curriculum  Junkspace:  Reconciling  Past  and  Future  Pedagogies  at 
 UW-Milwaukee 
 Lindsey Krug, University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee 
 Kyle Reynolds, University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee 
 Sam Schuermann, University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee 
 Alex Timmer, University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee 

 Introduction 

 How  should  a  21st-century  school  of  architecture  forge 
 futures  for  its  beginning  design  students  in  the  face  of 
 urgent  and  evolving  social,  economic,  and  environmental 
 conditions?  How  can  a  21st-century  school  of  architecture 
 accommodate  a  growing  student  body,  a  new  BArch 
 degree  program,  a  university  merger  with  the  School  of 
 Art,  shifting  state  politics  and  funding  allocations,  regional 
 climate  migration,  and  its  status  as  the  only  school  of 
 architecture  state-wide  while  clarifying  its  pedagogical 
 agenda  and  institutional  mission?  The  Department  of 
 Architecture  within  the  School  of  Architecture  and  Urban 
 Planning  (SARUP)  at  the  University  of 
 Wisconsin-Milwaukee  (UWM)  is  attempting  to  address 
 these  complex  questions  via  an  active,  ongoing  exercise  of 
 restructuring  its  core  curriculum  to  mediate  the 
 push-and-pull  of  contemporary  conditions.  The  Department 
 finds  itself  square  at  the  intersection  of  known  and 
 unknown  territories  and  must  grapple  with  past  identities 
 and future ambitions. 

 As  the  University  wades  through  these  particularities, 
 SARUP  becomes  a  fruitful  site  for  investigating  an 
 architecture  school’s  past,  present,  and  future  and  may 
 glean  insight  from  peer  institutions  as  well  as  offer  lessons 
 learned  to  those  facing  similar  circumstances.  Within  this 
 context,  a  working  committee  was  formed  for  the 
 2022-2023  academic  year  to  confront–specifically–the  first 
 two  years  of  the  architecture  curriculum.  Meeting  weekly  to 
 disassemble,  re-think,  re-work,  and  reassemble 
 pedagogical  goals,  the  committee  worked  to  outline 
 possible  futures  by  asking  how  certain  aspects  of  the  past 
 endure  and  how  these  characteristics  shape  the  future. 
 This  bottom-up,  team-based  approach  seeks  to  streamline 
 and  improve  the  school’s  degree  program  and  cater  to  the 
 evolving  needs  and  values  of  incoming  generations  of 
 beginning design students. 

 The  process  of  exploding  architectural  discourse  at  our 
 institution  has  brought  illegibility  into  focus.  The  beginning 
 design  sequence  at  SARUP  is  characterized  by 
 amorphousness,  incoherence,  and  instability  -  qualities 
 that  have  only  emerged  in  recent  years  as 
 faculty-to-student  ratios  have  skewed  unfavorably  and 
 pandemic-era  learning  has  gutted  sociality  in  our  physical 
 spaces.  Reminiscent  of  the  seminal  essay  “Junkspace” 
 written  by  Rem  Koolhaas  20  years  ago,  another  kind  of 
 junkspace  has  emerged  as  the  construction  site  for  the 
 working  group:  curricular  junkspace  .  Presented  here  is  a 
 reflection  on  the  current  condition  of  design  pedagogy  from 
 the  University  of  Wisconsin-Milwaukee;  this  paper  will 
 define  curriculum  junkspace  using  the  framework  of  Rem 
 Koolhaas’  2001  essay,  and,  after  pinpointing 
 school-specific  accelerating  factors  and  observations  of 
 the  crisis,  offer  possible  methods  to  initiate  pedagogical 
 defibrillation  to  set  the  school  on  a  promising  track  to 
 deliver a complete 21st-century design education. 

 Revisiting Koolhaas: curricular junkspace 

 Curricular  junkspace  is  a  place  of  formlessness.  By 
 evaluating  UWM  SARUP’s  beginning  design  curriculum 
 introduced  above,  the  working  committee  has  found  The 
 Department  of  Architecture’s  pedagogical  approach 
 and—as  a  result—the  courses  have  become  formless: 
 without  clear  rules,  no  decipherable  order,  lacking 
 theoretical  through-lines,  and  limited  connection  across 
 design,  technology,  and  history/theory  sequences.  It  is 
 unclear  exactly  when  the  curriculum  turned  the  corner  into 
 formlessness,  but  the  forces  leading  to  this  position  have 
 parallels  with  what  Koolhaas  discusses  in  his  seminal 
 essay.  While  Koolhaas  implicates  the  professional  sector 
 in  the  early  2000s,  he  does  not  explicitly  discuss  the 
 academy.  The  junkspace  language  and  lens  are 
 particularly  useful  and  salient  in  assessing  current 
 pedagogical  concerns.  The  design  school  is  both  culpable 
 in  the  perpetuation  of  formlessness  and  an  apt  site  to 
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"Your curriculum is structured as 
all electives, when it really is all 
comprehensive." **from superjury

Image: Alex Timmer, diagram of new curricular proposal

4 5

Commoning the SARUP curriculum

The four Commons are further explicated as follows: 

The Social Commons (formerly PLAN): The Social Commons is a space where people bring 
their identities, priorities, and attitudes with an expectation to participate equally and be 
met with generosity. This Commons can only be enacted when people of all identities 
and origins can contribute to the construction of this place. SARUP is committed to 
confronting legacies of exclusion in the profession, the academy, and the built world. 

The Economic Commons (formerly MAKE): The Economic Commons is a space where 
different forms of production and exchange occur. This Commons can only be enacted 
through a shared understanding of the tools, skills, and assets available to architects. The 
Economic Commons facilitates awareness of contemporary means of production and 
requires them to be respected and valued as they are deployed. SARUP is committed to 
uplifting all forms of labor and production, equipping students to critically participate in the 
local economy, and questioning architecture as a capital commodity.

The Environmental Commons (formerly BUILD): The Environmental Commons 
encompasses the greater networks of land, climate, natural resources, and human 
and non-human communities that constitute the Anthropocene. The Environmental 
Commons can only be enacted through an acknowledgment of and engagement with 
histories of land stewardship, economies of extraction, and understanding of Milwaukee’s 
and Wisconsin’s physical and social ground. SARUP is committed to teaching site and 
context as ecosystem and network. SARUP will continue its commitment to building with 
and alongside communities while embracing alternative forms of construction to include 
critical conservation and adaptive re-use. 

The Aesthetic Commons: The Aesthetic Commons offers a disciplinary space where 
we may consider the potential and role of architecture and adjacent fields to address 
the social, the economic, and the environmental, and to understand how these lenses 
re-frame disciplinary topics. The Aesthetic Commons is where disciplinary language 
is defined, and re-defined. SARUP acknowledges the value of architectural tools, 
procedures, and methods for evaluation from historical, theoretical, philosophical, and 
visual perspectives and is committed to nurturing and developing our disciplinary culture 
within contemporary discourse.

[excerpts from NCBDS Spring 2023 presentation + paper]

How should a 21st-century school of architecture forge futures for its beginning design 
students in the face of urgent and evolving social, economic, and environmental 
conditions? How can a 21st-century school of architecture accommodate a growing 
student body, a new BArch degree program, a university merger with the School of Art, 
shifting state politics and funding allocations, regional climate migration, and its status 
as the only school of architecture state-wide while clarifying its pedagogical agenda and 
institutional mission? 

The process of exploding architectural discourse at SARUP brought illegibility into 
focus. The beginning design sequence at SARUP is characterized by amorphousness, 
incoherence, and instability - qualities that have only emerged in recent years as faculty-
to-student ratios have skewed unfavorably and pandemic-era learning has gutted sociality 
in our physical spaces. Reminiscent of the seminal essay “Junkspace” written by Rem 
Koolhaas 20 years ago, another kind of junkspace has emerged as the construction site for 
the working group: curricular junkspace.

The working group had five clear goals in this process: 1) assess the current curricular 
conditions of the school, honing in on the first four semesters, 2) find places where the 
current curriculum is lacking, 3) locate both historical and contemporary critical discourse 
on pedagogy and intersectionality, 4) tease out clear pedagogical ambitions, and finally, 5) 
synthesize into a clear curricular direction for the school.

Through this process, three types of outcomes have emerged. The group has outlined a 
set of principles and ethics to govern the pedagogy, a collection of deployment tactics 
to articulate the goals of each semester, and a plan for next steps, implementation, and 
evaluation. 

The following principles and ethics are the four core “Commons” within which we hope to 
situate the SARUP community and a SARUP education. Using PLAN, MAKE, BUILD as a 
common starting point for the SARUP community, each of these three tenets is redefined, 
and a fourth is added. PLAN grows and adjusts to include contemporary social issues, 
requiring thoughtfulness around bodies in space, implicating race, gender, class, and other 
socio-economic concerns. MAKE grows to include means of production, implicating issues 
of labor and economics. BUILD grows to include issues of site, the natural environment, 
and sustainable methods of design and construction. Reflecting a missing piece, a fourth 
tenet and ethic has been added: Aesthetics. Aesthetics is a historical, theoretical, and 
philosophical framework, a system of evaluation implicating visual and material culture. 
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Commoning the SARUP curriculum

...position material, geometry, systems, and assembly as a driver for spatial logic. Tectonic 
choices give way to interior and exterior expressions of architectural form, which in turn 
facilitate or deny different types of activities and program. Tectonics acknowledges 
construction and labor and the social and environmental impacts of building

...explore the ground, landscape, material ecologies, networks, and temporality. Territories 
acknowledge histories of land dispossession and colonialism, and students learn to 
synthesize the macro and the micro, and the historical and the contemporary through 
multi-scalar research and representation. Territory design promotes land stewardship, 
mitigates harm to human and non-human residents and ecosystems, and confronts the 
realities of the climate crisis.    

...engage community and spatial justice through the design of one of the most pressing 
issues of our time: housing. The urgency of confronting the housing crisis requires the 
creation of an entirely new studio, resisting shallow engagement with housing as program. 
Collectives acknowledge housing policy, embrace all family structures, and position design 
as a radical catalyst for housing in the 21st century. 

...facilitate a comprehensive approach to design thinking with the goal of transitioning 
students from the core curricula into upper-level elective coursework and preparing 
them for office-based *professional practice (*as we understand it currently). NAAB 
accreditation criteria are covered while also being integrated with larger questions of 
architectural ethics and practice.    

operations

scaffolds

scenarios

thresholds

tectonics

territories

collectives

synthetics

...are framework rather than form, didactic rather than pedantic, and accommodate their 
own future of being removed, reconfigured, or redefined.  

...are the intentional actions one takes within the scaffolds. Operations require traceability 
and repeatability, and creative decision-making in order to achieve variable ends. 
Operations introduce students to questions of disciplinary aesthetics and facilitate play 
and experimentation within clear logics.    

...take the universality of operative choices and apply them to specific sets of conditions 
and inert actors.  Scenarios require an understanding of a localized and framed context 
and testing creative solutions and interventions. Scenarios offer students site-less design 
problems and processes of design thinking before introducing the critical complexities of 
site and place. 

...define an architectural element and boundary that negotiates relationships between 
users and is specifically scaled to the human body. Students learn how design must 
critically interact with human bodies and their surroundings. Thresholds address histories 
of malignant design and engage with both normalized and othered physicality.  
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un-JUNKSPACE
sarup b.arch curriculum refresh

Lindsey Krug

Samantha Schuermann

Ethan Erenz

Ana Hardenburger

Evan Johnson

Sarah Paquette

Lexie Snyder

Samantha Verdin

Nominee role:
Collaborators & funding:

Student credit:

CURRICULUM JUNKSPACE: 
Ad-hoc curriculum development committee work
Fall 2022 - Ongoing

Co-P.I. (along with Sam Schuermann, Asst. Professor at UWM)
To date, we have received $20,800 from UWM Center for Undergraduate 
Research (SURF), to employ 7 UG students to help with this research
Student researchers received $14/hour compensation via UWM SURF

 disciplinary  clarity  within  areas  of  the  curriculum  and 
 defining  the  projects  of  the  school  as  a  whole.  The 
 committee's  hope  is  to  institutionalize  these  methods  such 
 that  if  faculty,  courses,  and  focus  areas  change,  the  spirit 
 of  working  toward  a  common  set  of  themes  remains 
 present. 

 The  committee  also  sees  the  potential  of  this  methodology 
 to  be  deployed  at  other  schools  and  for  different  curricular 
 objectives.  This  process  and  the  outcomes  can  become 
 part  of  a  collaborative  network  of  architecture  schools  all 
 looking  at  the  key  characteristics  and  outcomes  of  a 
 beginning  design  curriculum.  UWM  SARUP  welcomes  the 
 opportunity  to  collaborate  with  peer  institutions  to  seek  out 
 robust  pedagogical  ideas  and  share  knowledge,  obstacles, 
 and achievements within the curriculum. 

 Fig. 2: Documentation of Miro process 

 Fig. 3: Documentation of synthesized curriculum 

 End Notes 

 Rem Koolhaas, “Junkspace,”  October  100 (2002): 176. 

 Bibliography 

 Koolhaas, Rem. “Junkspace.”  October  100 (2002): 175-190. 

NCBDS 38 Conference Paper
May  2023
“Curriculum Junkspace”
Co-written and presented w/ Kyle Reynolds, 
Alex Timmer, and Sam Schuermann
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Nominee role:
Collaborators & funding:

Student credit:

Course instructor (co-taught with Andres Camacho)
Collaboration with Andres Camacho
Students in the course received university credit

SPORTING BODIES: Elective Studio
Fall 2021

ARCH 650/850 at UW-Milwaukee

This studio asked students to explore the 

relationships between play, architecture, 

and bodies, through the fieldhouse 

typology; from the hard edges of walls, 

slabs, and roofs, to the soft edges of 

chalked field boundaries and the implied 

lines and limits laid out to mediate and 

choreograph the movement of bodies 

participating in sports. Sports were 

positioned as spatial practices that 

intersect movement, material, and socio-

cultural values.

Student work by undergraduate student Natalie Kuehl
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(clockwise from upper left) work by undergraduate student Natalie Kuehl, 
graduate student Jordan Walia, graduate student Jack Glavin, and 
undergraduate student Nathan Hirt.

SPORTING BODIES: Elective Studio
Fall 2021

ARCH 650/850 at UW-Milwaukee
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Nominee role:
Collaborators & funding:

Student credit:

Course instructor
n/a
Students in the course received university credit

Bodies to be Built: Elective Studio
Fall 2020

ARCH 650/850 at UW-Milwaukee

This studio asked students to create 

architectural proposals that centered 

bodily consciousness within built form, 

sited abstractly at the intersection of 

several pieces of contemporary ‘media.’ 

By positioning the architectural subject 

along with the architectural work and its 

representation as “to be built,” students and 

their design proposals sought to counter 

tendencies to smooth over the messy 

idiosyncrasies of physicality and identity in 

architectural design.

Excerpts from “The Voting House” by graduate student Alex 
Uebelacker, a proposal for permanent, mixed-use voting 
infrastructure equitably distributed across Milwaukee

Excerpts from “Citizen Unsheltered” by undergraduate student 
Parris Wright, a proposal for transforming landmarked buildings 
in Milwaukee into amenities for its unsheltered residents
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Nominee role:
Collaborators & funding:

Student credit:

Course instructor
n/a
Students in the course received university credit

Bodies to be Built: Elective Studio
Fall 2020

ARCH 650/850 at UW-Milwaukee

Excerpts from “For Us By Us”  by undergraduate student 
Destiny Brady, a proposal for the community re-programming 
of a Chicago school closed by Mayor Rahm Emanuel

Excerpts from “Bedside Balcony” by undergraduate student 
Aisasadat Altaha Maki, a proposal for a COVID-19-compliant 
hospital that prioritizes safe visitation and outdoor access


